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Abstract—With the commencement of the 5th gen-
eration (5G) of wireless networks, researchers around
the globe have started paying their attention to the
imminent challenges that may emerge in the beyond
5G (B5G) era. Various revolutionary technologies and
innovative services are offered in 5G networks, which,
along with many principal advantages, are anticipated
to bring a boom in the number of connected wireless
devices and the types of use-cases that may cause the
scarcity of network resources. These challenges, partly
emerged with the advent of massive machine-type
communications (mMTC) services, require extensive
research innovations to sustain the evolution towards
enhanced-mMTC (e-mMTC) with the scalable network
cost in 6th generation (6G) wireless networks. Towards
delivering the anticipated massive connectivity require-
ments with optimal energy and spectral efficiency be-
sides low hardware cost, this paper proposes a frame-
work that is fundamentally based on the amalgama-
tion of non-coherent and backscatter communications
(BsC). Considering the potentials of these technolo-
gies, starting with the review of 5G target services
and enabling technologies, a comprehensive review of
the state-of-the-art of these enabling technologies is
conducted, and their potential applications and use
cases in 6G wireless networks are identified. Along
with the main focus on non-coherent and BsC tech-
nologies, various emerging enabling technologies for 6G
networks including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)-
assisted communications, visible light communications
(VLC), quantum-assisted communications, reconfig-
urable large intelligent surfaces (RLIS), non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA), and machine learning-aided
intelligent networks are identified and thoroughly dis-
cussed. Subsequently, the scope of these enabling tech-
nologies for different device types (e.g., internet-of-
things (IoT) devices, UAVs, body implants), services
types (e.g., e-mMTC), and optimization parameters
(e.g., spectrum, energy, cost) is analyzed in detail.
Finally, some promising future research directions for
jointly and independently employing these technologies
as 6G enablers are identified.
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I. Introduction
The future generations of wireless networks are be-
lieved to become an essential part of everyone’s daily
life subserved through the revolution in network services
derived from the notion of “everything-as-a-service”. The
plethora of new services emerged from the idea will require
highly efficient information and communication technolo-
gies (ICT) as the core elements of the echo system. Living
in future civil societies will require network connectivity as
an essential element, just as air is to breathe. The provision
of network connectivity to everything at all-time with
ultra-high reliability, ultra-high energy efficiency, ultra-low
latency and ultra-high-speed may require the development
of new revolutionary technologies along with the evolution
in current technologies.
Towards this direction, the 5G rollout has begun with
the Release-15 of 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) [1]. The standardization efforts of 5G wireless net-
works are expected to mature with the Release-16 of 3GPP
in the year 2020. The 5G networks have taken an immense
leap forward with the introduction of various new tech-
nology innovations, e.g., massive multiple-input multiple-
output (mMIMO), NOMA, full-duplex, mmWave, ultra-
dense small-cells, intelligent network operations, mobile
edge computing (MEC), software-defined networks (SDN),
to name a few [2]. The notable target features of 5G
networks as defined by the International Telecommuni-
cation Union (ITU) include enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB), massive machine-type communication (mMTC),
and ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC).
A. B5G Need and Candidate Technologies
The advent of new technologies and services of 5G
networks is predicted to massively increase the num of
devices connected to the network and the volume of data
generated in the network. The global mobile-users and
machine type subscriptions are predicted to reach 17.1bn
and 97bn by the year 2030 [3], respectively. Moreover, in-
cluding the contribution from mMTC, an annual increase
of 55% in mobile data traffic is estimated for the years
between 2020 and 2030, which is expected to result in the
generation of 5.016 ZetaBytes (ZB) data traffic per month
by the year 2030. It can be foreseen that the capacity of
5G wireless networks may reach its limit in a decade or so
[4].
The demands of ultra-high energy efficiency (UHEH) to
concede massively populated and densely composed com-
munication networks will emerge as a complex challenge,
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than ever before, in the networks beyond 5G (B5G). More-
over, the realization of information detection accuracy in a
densely connected network operating in a non-synchronous
fashion may emerge as another stern challenge. In [5],
various open research challenges for beyond 5G wireless
networks are reviewed. The telecommunication engineers
and researchers from around the globe have now started
postulating the hypothesis of new technologies and explo-
ration of new spectrum to meet the envisioned drastically
increasing demands of 6G and beyond wireless networks.
Among the recent B5G/6G-related articles, [4] has
proposed Quantum Computing (QC), Machine Learning
(ML), and Quantum ML based framework for 6G com-
munication networks. Also, the scope of QC-assisted ML
solutions to meet the reconfigurability demands of 6G
communication networks at network-side, network-edge,
air-interface, and user-side have been comprehensively dis-
cussed. In [6], the need for beyond 5G wireless network has
been motivated, and critical technical challenges have been
discussed. In addition, the potential solutions associated
with spectrum, energy, core network design, security, and
test-bed development of 6G networks have been discussed.
A study on needs, technical requirements, and solutions for
6G networks has been presented in [7], in which various
interesting potential technologies for 6G wireless networks
have been suggested. Furthermore, in [8], the evolution
trend of mobile network generations, from 1G to 5G, has
been evaluated to forecast the need and requirements for
6G networks.
In Table I, we provide a summary of the state-of-the-
art of the potential candidate technologies for 6G wire-
less networks. Among the many indicated challenges and
potential technologies, this paper mainly focuses on the
potential technologies associated with energy efficiency,
network capacity, and reliability demands of 6G wireless
networks, mainly focusing on non-coherent and backscat-
ter communications (BsC).
B. B5G Network Capacity and Energy Efficiency
Towards the realization of green-, smart-, and
automated-World, 5G wireless networks are expected
to contribute a manifold increase in network capacity
and energy efficiency compared to 4G networks through
different revolutionary technologies. However, the
envisioned massive increase in the operational scale and
dimensions of the future networks, partly emerged from
the advent of mMTCs in 5G, necessitates the exploration
of methods for further enhancement in network capacity
and energy efficiency. One promising future technology
to improve the converge, capacity, and energy efficiency
of the networks is the introduction of mobility at the
base stations (BS) served through wireless backhaul, e.g.,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) based serving stations.
The efficiency quantification of such massively connected
3-dimensional (3-D) future wireless networks, in terms of
bits/sec/Joule/meter3 (b/s/J/m3), is a highly compelling
research problem. The paradigm of battery-less mMTC
through BsC links can help in achieving the UHEE in
6G wireless networks. Quantum technologies assisted
BsC has also very recently emerged as a promising way
forward. The BsC and ambient BsC (ABsC) are believed
to have a strong potential in not only enhancing the
volumetric network capacity and energy efficiency but
also the spectral efficiency through their spectrum sharing
paradigm [20].
Subsequently, the emerged paradigm of Symbiotic Radio
(SR) shares not only the radio-spectrum but also the
radio-source, which has a strong potential in further en-
hancing the network operational cost and energy efficiency
[21]. The accurate knowledge of radio channel charac-
teristics in such radio systems is very critical in precise
suppression of interference and detection of information.
The creation of a favorable radio propagation environment
through the designing and deployment of large intelli-
gent surfaces (LISs) and reconfigurable LISs (RLISs) in
a particular communication scenario is another emerging
paradigm in the quest of achieving ultrahigh energy and
spectral efficiency in future wireless networks [22]. The
tweaking of transmit power and scattering/reflection co-
efficient of the dominant scattering objects in the envi-
ronment can help in achieving the UHEE. To this end,
this article thoroughly reviews and analyzes the state-
of-the-art of the BsC, ABsC, Quantum BsC, SR, and
LISs technologies for addressing the network capacity and
energy efficiency demands of the 6G wireless networks.
C. B5G Non-Coherent Transceiver Design
The transceiver design considerations for B5G com-
munication scenarios involving massive connectivity in a
distributed, heterogeneous, and non-cooperative context
operating over a wide range of the spectrum, including
radically high-frequency bands, may emerge as a vital
challenge for the future. The coherent transceiver designs
are conventionally preferred over their non-coherent coun-
terparts for their advantage of high bit error rate (BER)
performance. On the other hand, this advantage has an
associated cost of complex additional circuitry needed for
carrier acquisition or synchronization. Also, the imbalance
between the in-phase and quadrature-phase branches of a
coherent transceiver leads to an imperfect image-frequency
filtration. This performance-limiting factor becomes more
noticeable for high carrier frequency communications, e.g,
mmWave, sub-teraHz, and teraHz bands.
Moreover, the performance of coherent information de-
tection methods heavily depends on the availability of a re-
liable estimate of the channel state information (CSI). Ob-
taining an accurate channel estimate for a massive number
of devices employing distributed multi-antenna systems
with the non-orthogonal resource allocation may emerge
as a challenging task for B5G networks. In addition, the
application scenarios requiring a simple transceiver design
usually prefer non-coherent detection methods by sacrific-
ing at the BER performance. The massive connectivity
in B5G communications context, e.g., in mMTCs, the
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TABLE I
State-of-the-art of Potential 6G Technologies
6G Proposals Potential 6G Technologies
Spectrum Cellular or Cell-free
3-D Networks
RF, Modulation,
and Detection
Energy
Effi-
ciency
Data analytic, security,
and computing
VLC mm-
Wave,
Sub-
THz, &
THz
Full-
Duplex
Dynamic
Shar-
ing
Distr-
ibuted
Sys-
tems
UAVs,
HAP,
LAP
Small-
&
Tiny-
Cells
Fluid
Ante-
nnas
OAM Non-
Cohe-
rent
LISs BsC/
EH/
SWIPT
Quantum
Tech-
nologies
AI/
ML
Block-
chain
Edge
caching
Nawaz et al. [4] 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3 7 3 3 7 3
Tariq et al. [7] 3 3 7 7 3 3 7 3 3 7 3 7 3 3 3 3
Rappaport et
al. [9]
7 3 7 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Corre et al.
[10]
7 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 7 7
Saad et al. [11] 3 3 7 7 3 7 3 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 3 3
Strinati et al.
[12]
3 3 7 7 3 3 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 3 3
David et al. [8] 3 3 7 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 7 7
Letaief et al.
[13]
7 3 7 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 3 7 3
Giordani et al.
[14]
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 7 3
Yaacoub et al.
[15]
3 3 7 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 3
Yang et al. [6] 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 7 3 7 7 3 3 3 3 7
Baiqing et al.
[16]
3 3 7 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 3 7 7
Zhang et al.
[17]
3 3 7 3 3 3 7 7 3 7 3 7 3 3 3 3
Raghavan et
al. [18]
7 3 7 7 7 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 7 3
Viswanathan
et al. [19]
3 3 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 7 3
devices may only need occasional communication of small
data. The suitability of non-coherent transceiver design
for 6G communication applications requires a thorough
investigation, which is one of the focuses of this paper.
D. Contributions and Organization
The main objective of this work is to develop a frame-
work for the air-interface of 6G wireless networks. To
this end, the backscatter and non-coherent communication
technologies are considered as the main enablers. The main
contributions of this work are explicitly described in the
following.
• The need for 6G wireless networks is motivated by
conducting a comprehensive survey of the expected
shortcomings of 5G wireless technologies. This work
also summarizes the potential candidate technologies
for 6G wireless networks, which have recently ap-
peared in the literature.
• The importance of BsC methods for the design of
6G wireless networks is presented along with a com-
prehensive review of the related state-of-the-art. As
compared to some survey articles on BsC in the exist-
ing literature [23, 24], this work extensively discusses
various new associated technologies which have not
been intensively discussed in the existing literature,
e.g., quantum BsCs, quantum ABsC, and SR, etc.
Moreover, the scope of BsC, ABsC, Quantum BsCs,
Quantum ABsCs, and SR paradigms for B5G wireless
networks is intensively explored.
• The potential of LISs for achieving ultra-high energy
efficiency in massively connected 6G wireless networks
is thoroughly discussed along with the existing state-
of-the-art review.
• In the light of the needs of 6G wireless networks, a
comparison of non-coherent and coherent information
detection methods is conducted. The scope of non-
coherent transceiver design in association with the
distributed massive-MIMO (non-cellular), NOMA,
and massive internet-of-things (IoT) communication
technologies in 6G wireless networks is thoroughly
reviewed. Moreover, various open research challenges
for non-coherent transceiver design are identified and
discussed.
• A new framework for air-interface to support mas-
sive connectivity in 6G wireless networks is proposed
which exploits the advantages of non-coherent, non-
orthogonal, non-cellular, and backscatter, and LISs
concepts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the 5G technology innovations, 5G
target services, and open challenges for B5G networks.
Section 3 comprehensively reviews the state-of-the-art of
non-coherent transceivers while Section 4 discusses various
potential technologies for meeting the ultra-high energy
efficiency demands of 6G wireless networks, e.g., BsC,
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ABsC, Quantum BsC, Quantum ABsCs, SR and LISs.
Section 5 presents the proposed framework for the air-
interface of 6G wireless networks. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes the paper.
II. 5G Wireless Networks and Beyond
Rapid growth of mobile technologies over the past two
decades has completely transformed the lives of people
living on the Earth. Technological advancements in mobile
phones have given rise to a variety of data hungry ap-
plications resulting in ever-increasing demands for higher
data rates and link reliability. To meet these demands, the
cellular networks have gone through a fast revolution from
over the past two few decades, with the launch of 5G to
be expected by the year 2020. The prominent contributors
for the 5G communications market are considered to be
IoT and mobile Internet; whereas, notable applications of
5G can be broadly categorized into: mMTC, eMBB and
URLLC [25]. The key 5G requirements, therefore, include
but not limited to: many folds increase in system capacity,
spectral & energy efficiency, and providing massive con-
nectivity while reducing the latency as compared to its
predecessor technologies [26].
A. 5G Technology Innovations
To meet the aforementioned requirements, several inno-
vative technologies for 5G communication networks have
been originated by the research community around the
globe. Some of the key enabling technologies for 5G net-
works are discussed below.
1) Massive MIMO (mMIMO): In order to achieve the
much anticipated gains in spectral and energy efficiency
for 5G networks, mMIMO [27] is one of the potential
enabling technologies. By virtue of employing a very
large number of antennas at the BS, mMIMO provides
orders of magnitude increase in the spectral and energy
efficiency by incorporating horizontal and vertical beam-
forming to serve several users simultaneously using the
same time/frequency resources [28]. With the help of
massive number of antennas, the mMIMO BS focuses
energy for the desired user only by producing sharp beams,
thus, reducing the transmit power and minimizing the
interference from undesired users. In time division duplex
(TDD) based mMIMO systems, by virtue of channel
reciprocity, the downlink channel is same as the uplink.
Therefore, in TDD mMIMO systems, based on the uplink
channel estimates, multi-user detection in the uplink and
precoding in the downlink, respectively, is performed at
the BS station. However, contrary to this, in frequency
division duplex (FDD) based mMIMO systems, since both
up- and downlink operate at distinct frequencies, both the
channels need to be estimated.
2) mmWave Based Spectrum Utilization: The scarcity
of already available electromagnetic spectrum is a major
bottleneck in bandwidth extension in the currently utilized
frequency range. This has motivated the research commu-
nity to explore the large chunk of underutilized mmWave
range based electromagnetic spectrum from 30−300 GHz,
and sub-millimeter range such as 28 GHz. The propagation
characteristics of mmWave frequencies make them most
suitable for frequent frequency re-use in small cells. More-
over, in mmWave spectrum larger bandwidth allocation
can be made which results in much higher supportable
data-rates. The expansion of radio channel bandwidth in
mmWave spectrum leads to a much increased data capac-
ity and a vital decrease in digital traffic’s latency result-
ing in highly improved mobile Internet access. Moreover,
the polarization in mmWave, due to smaller wavelengths,
is exploited for aggressive spatial multiplexing by using
mMIMO and adaptive beamforming [28], leading to the
increased densification of small cells in urban areas.
3) Ultra Dense Networks: One of the key innovative
techniques to meet the stringent requirements of 5G cellu-
lar communications is the densification of cellular networks
by using the concept of small cells, having radii on the
order of 100 to 10 meters, with the resulting network
termed as ultra-dense networks (UDNs) [29–31]. The den-
sification of cellular networks allows frequent frequency
re-use, thus, leading to the increased network capacity,
improved spectral & energy efficiency, enhanced data-
rates, seamless coverage and better user experience. To
this end, authors in [32] have discussed the architecture
of mmWave-based UDN for 5G communication networks.
Also, authors in [33] have discussed an mmWave mMIMO
based wireless backhaul for the 5G UDN. The hyper densi-
fication of cellular networks also brings some performance
limitations such as inter-cell interference, mobility and
optimal resource allocation.
4) Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access: For the purpose of
serving several users, the conventional Orthogonal Multi-
ple Access (OMA) techniques such as Time Division Mul-
tiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) rely
on the concept of orthogonality either in time, frequency
or code domain. In order to serve multiple users in the
available spectrum, each user is assigned a unique time,
frequency or code resource. This orthogonality constraint
in the OMA techniques not only leads to an inefficient
spectrum utilization but also limits the number of users
that can be served simultaneously in the available re-
sources, thus making the OMA techniques less suitable
meetings the demands for 5G and beyond.
In the recent years, NOMA has been unfolded as a po-
tential technology to meet the requirements of 5G and the
future communication networks. NOMA offers significant
benefits in terms of increased spectral efficiency, increased
number of simultaneously served users, massive connec-
tivity, and better Quality-of-Service (QoS) due to non-
orthogonal sharing of time/frequency resources among
users in the power or code domain [34, 35]. In contrast
to its counterparts, the fundamental working principle of
NOMA is to void the orthogonality constraint for serving
multiple users in the same time/frequency/code resource
[35]. In the downlink, the information of users being served
is superimposed by the BS, while each user decodes its
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Fig. 1. Evolution in Generations of Mobile Wireless Networks
own data by incorporating successive interference can-
cellation (SIC). NOMA schemes can be categorized into
power domain and code domain NOMA. Authors in [36]
have proposed the concept MIMO-NOMA for cellular
communications. It is established that MIMO-NOMA has
significant performance gains over the conventional OMA
schemes. A combination of NOMA, mMIMO and mmWave
has a great potential to meet the challenging demands of
future cellular communications.
5) Full Duplex: Because of the improved self-
interference mitigation techniques, full duplex is a
potential technique to double the spectral efficiency in 5G
communication networks. Full duplex allows simultaneous
transmission of data in both directions between the user
terminals suing same time/frequency resource, thus,
doubling the spectral efficiency. In this regard, authors in
[37] have studied the achievable data rates for the case of
full-duplex mMIMO systems. Authors have demonstrated
that by using a large number of antennas at the BS
along with proper power scaling law mitigates the effect
of inter- and multi-user interference. Also, the article
[38] has investigated the combination of full duplex
and NOMA for cloud RAN-based 5G communication
systems. The feasibility of full duplex for future vehicular
communications has been investigated in [39], where
authors have advocated that due to availability of
on-board processing units and virtually unconstrained
power supply, full duplex is more feasible for vehicles as
compared to other mobile devices.
Furthermore, the article [40] has identified and discussed
various advantages and applications of full-duplex tech-
nology in dynamic spectrum sharing systems including
simultaneous sensing and transmission and simultaneous
transmission and reception. In addition, in [41], authors
have explored the utilization of full-duplex in conjunction
with the mmWave. In this regard, authors have studied the
impact of different antenna configurations for full duplex
mmWave self-interference modeling and have discussed
different approaches to mitigate its effect. The feasibility
of full-duplex for ultra-dense heterogeneous networks with
small cells is investigated by the authors in [42]. In order
to alleviate the effects of inter-cell, intra-cell and self-
interference, and harvest the benefits of full duplex, au-
thors have devised a novel interference mitigation scheme.
Despite all these advances, in order to fully take advan-
tage from the full-duplex in 5G systems, the formidable
challenges of proper self-interference mitigation need to
be addressed.
6) Mobile Edge Computing (MEC): MEC is a promising
5G technology that helps to meet the challenging demands
of latency-critical applications such as augmented real-
ity, URLLC, and 3D gaming etc. The prime objective
of MEC is to provide the user with facilities of cloud
computing, caching, and storage within a close vicinity
of the mobile user (e.g. at the BS or access points) such
that the user experiences minimum end-to-end delay. The
provision of data processing facilities near the edges of the
network significantly reduces the end-to-end latency and
energy consumption. One promising technology enabler for
MEC is collaborative edge-cloud processing [43], which
can benefit from both the cloud computing (in terms
of massive storage, huge processing capacity and global
view) and edge computing (in terms of supporting applica-
tions demanding low-latency, high mobility and high QoS)
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paradigms.
7) Network Slicing: Network slicing [44] is a vital tech-
nique with a significant role in 5G communications to cater
the support for various new services with heterogeneous
requirements such as eMBB, URLLC, and mMMTC. Each
of these services has diverse requirements, such as eMBB
requires peak data rates with higher link reliability while
serving cell-edge users with moderate data rates, URLLC
requires ultra-reliability with very low latency to serve,
and mMTC provides support for massive number of IoT
based devices which intermittently transmit small bursts
of data. Network slicing is the splitting of physical network
into several virtual networks such that each of the virtual
network adapts and optimizes itself as per requirement
of the resources by a certain application. To meet the
demands of a certain use case of 5G, a network slice
combines several network virtualization functions, storage
and computing together. Through network slicing, each
service is efficiently and dynamically allocated to the
required resources with the help of cloud computing and
virtual networks [45].
8) Network Function Virtualization: NFV [46] is an
innovative and potential network management approach
having the capability to deliver enhanced network flexi-
bility in addition to reduced costs. Unlike the traditional
networks, the network services which are run using dedi-
cated hardware, NFV implements such services in software
by using cloud computing. NFV uses virtual machines
running on commodity hardware to incorporate network
functions such as firewalls, routing, and load balancing etc.
in such a way that these functions are decoupled from the
network hardware. Consequently, with the help of NFV,
the flexibility & efficiency of the network infrastructure is
increased to a great extent, network resource management
is simplified by multitudes, quality of service is improved,
and effective cost reduction is achieved.
9) Software Defined Networks: The traditional net-
works lack the capability to meet the challenging re-
quirements of much higher data rates, ultra-low latency,
ultra-high link reliability, much higher network capacity
and energy efficiency for future communication systems.
Recently, SDN [47] has transpired as an innovative net-
work architecture that logically decouples the data and
control planes in such a manner that the control plane
resides at the core network side, whereas, the data plane
resides at the main RAN side. Due to its inherent flexible
nature and agility, SDN possesses the capability to change
the network architecture on the fly through a centralized
software. In contrast to the traditional counterparts, the
control panel in SDN is intelligibly programmable so that
data traffic routes can be dynamically configured [47]
as per service demands, therefore, leading to improved
network efficiency. The data plane takes advantage of the
mMIMO capabilities to produce sharp energy beams, thus,
increasing the network throughput and energy efficiency to
a great extent. Due to its significant advantages, SDN is
considered a key enabler for 5G communication networks.
B. 5G Target Services
The 5G key service areas can be broadly categorized as
follows:
1) Enhanced Mobile Broadband: A primary use case
of 5G is the eMBB which is an extended and enhanced
version of the current mobile broadband communication
scenario. The notion of eMBB is to meet the demands
of bandwidth hungry applications such as ultra high def-
inition video streaming, virtual & augmented reality, and
autonomous driving, by maximizing the data rates with
high link reliability and by providing seamless coverage
and high QoS.
The peak data rates of 20 Gbps in the downlink and
10 Gbps in the uplink, whereas, the user experienced
data rates of 100 Mbps in the downlink and 50 Mbps
for uplink, respectively, and high mobility a velocity of
500 km/h have been set for 5G as per the vision 2020 of
ITU. By taking these requirements into account, the key
performance indicators for eMBB include the spectral effi-
ciency and user experienced data rates. To meet these tight
requirements, authors in [48] have proposed a 3D mMIMO
system, where it has been shown that the proposed system
is capable to achieve the targeted spectral efficiency for 5G
eMBB. By conducting field trials of the devised system,
it is demonstrated that for full traffic load scenario, the
proposed 3D mMIMO enhances the throughput of the cell
by a factor of 4 ∼ 6.7. In order to fulfill the requirements
for eMBB, some of the main enabling technologies include
mMIMO, NOMA, mmWave based communications, and
SDN.
2) Massive Machine Type Communications: ”Every-
thing connected to everything” is the slogan of emerging
communication networks. The technological innovations
have revolutionized not only the ways of communications
but almost every walk of life such as homes, agriculture,
transportation and industrial sector The emerging concept
of smart cities, autonomous cars,e-healthcare, utilities,
and smart sensors has led to a huge number of device
connections. Such devices possess the capability to mea-
sure, analyze and transmit the information related to their
surroundings.
It is predicted that more than 50 billion devices will be
connected to the Internet by the year 2020, thus, forming
a massive-IoT scenario. The massive number of machines
communicating with each other, humans or cloud servers
are referred to as mMTC. Such a huge number of devices,
which sporadically communicate with each other require
support for massive connectivity and effective resource
allocation in 5G and beyond communication networks [25].
Due to infrequent network access requests, only a subset
of such devices will be randomly active at a given time,
thus, necessitating the formulation of efficient random net-
work access protocols and control signaling mechanisms.
Moreover, due to long-term battery powered nature of
such devices, a major challenge is to devise energy efficient
access and communication protocols for the 5G mMTC
systems.
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In the above context, authors in [49] have discussed
several medium access protocols for massive access at-
tempts in the mMTC scenario. Also, authors in [50] have
proposed a scalable and adaptive network access protocol
that exploits the broadcast information from neighboring
devices in the 5G mMTC scenario. In addition, authors in
[51] have exploited data aggregation approach for resource
scheduling in the mMTC scenario. Towards meeting the
challenges of supporting mMTC in the 5G and beyond
systems, some of the key enabling technologies include
mMIMO, MEC, and SDN along with NFV.
3) Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communications: An-
other important use-case for 5G and beyond communi-
cations is URLLC. Several IoT-based application areas
such as autonomous cars, remote surgery, machine-to-
machine communications, smart grids, factory automa-
tion, and Tactile Internet (i.e., teleoperation systems,
wireless virtual reality, wireless augmented reality [52])
require support for high link reliability, very small packet
errors, and very low latency. To handle such applications,
future networks should be able to handle real-time data
communication, processing and decision making. In the
upcoming 5G use-cases, the goal is to reduce the latency
up to 0.5 ms for up- and downlink respectively, while
delivering a 32 bytes data packet in 1 ms with a reliability
of 99.999% [53]. The provision of URLLC is quite a
challenging task due to conflicting requirements of low
latency and high reliability.
In the above context, authors in [54] have discussed
several resource allocation and re-transmission schemes
for URLLC scenario in 5G systems. In [55], authors
have proposed machine learning and fountains code-based
hybrid technique for spectrum access in mmWave range
for URLLC scenario. The authors in [56] have discussed
the challenges faced in achieving URLLC while presenting
some key technological enhancements for attaining the set
targets in the URLLC scenario. Furthermore, in [57], au-
thors have proposed a make-before-break handover mech-
anism for URLLC scenario. The fundamental trade-offs
along with some fundamental rules that constitute radio
access in URLLC have been discussed by the authors in
[58]. In this context, authors have considered mMIMO and
massive-connectivity from the technological perspectiv. In
order to achieve the targets set for URLLC, the key 5G
technological enablers include full duplex, MEC, SDN,
NOMA and mMIMO.
C. Beyond 5G: Challenges and Requirements
While the deployment of 5G is under-way, with some
early versions already being rolled out in some countries,
the debates for vision of beyond 5G communication net-
works have also started among the research community
around the globe. Though it is too early to visualize the
nature of B5G or 6G communication networks, however,
speculative analyses are being conducted with the proposi-
tion of new ideas to foresee the future B5G communication
networks. It is an established fact that the emergence of
new service areas and applications has led to an enormous
growth in global mobile data traffic. It is predicted by the
ITU that the global mobile data traffic will reach to an
astonishing amount of about 5 zettabytes per month by
the year 2030.
Due to such an exponential growth in global data traffic,
it is believed that the future mobile networks will be data
driven rather than model driven [59]. Artificial intelligence
and its sub-disciplines, such as machine learning & deep
learning, are going to play a vital role in the architecture,
implementation and management of beyond 5G commu-
nication networks. It is strongly believed that the AI
empowered intelligent mobile networks will possess the
capability to be autonomously modified and dynamically
optimized as per users’ experience. In this context, authors
in [60] have discussed the implementation of AI-based
autonomous networks with knowledge-driven operations.
Also, authors have also elaborated on both supervised and
unsupervised learning methods of AI in the context of
future wireless networks.
Furthermore, authors in [8] have envisioned the require-
ments and services leading to communication networks
beyond 5G. Authors, in [59], have advocated to exploit the
Terahertz and sub-Terahertz frequency spectrum in 6G to
meet the demands of future wireless services. Moreover,
authors have also discussed the technological enablers in
terms of antennas and modulators, which could be used
in Terahertz range. In addition, authors in [61] have pre-
sented the concept of integration of terrestrial and space
networks in future communications for critical service
areas such as defense, agriculture, and mining. Authors
have also discussed a novel architecture for such a network
by employing civil aircrafts leading to implement a low-
cost airborne network. In [62], submarine optical fiber
cables based airborne Internet access architecture has been
proposed to facilitate the use of high bandwidth to the
elevated remote wireless nodes.
The emergence of several new services and applications
has given rise to several new requirements and challenges
for 5G communication networks. A few of such open
challenges are highlighted in the following subsections.
1) Network Capacity: 5G utilizes the concept of net-
work densification through small cells to increase the
network capacity. However, with the emergence of IoT and
mMTC; resulting in several new applications and services,
the deployment of small and pico cells will eventually reach
its practical limitations in terms of inter-cell interference
management, deployment cost and geographical area con-
straints. Therefore, to meet network capacity constraints
in B5G, exploration of new frequency spectrum, and the
development of novel network architectures & technologies
is a key issue.
2) Energy Efficiency: Energy efficiency is of paramount
importance due to its significant economical and ecolog-
ical effects. In order to provide seamless coverage and
connectivity in a particular geographical location, e.g., a
metropolitan area, 5G utilizes the concept of deploying a
large number of small cells. Although mMIMO achieves
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significant energy efficiency, however, increasing the num-
ber of BSs also increases the energy consumption in terms
of computational power. Moreover, billions of battery pow-
ered devices/sensors world-wide will be connected to the
network posing serious challenges for improving the energy
efficient in communication networks. Consequently, coping
the stringent energy efficiency requirements remains a
significant challenge in 5G networks.
3) Network Security: With the emergence of IoT and
tactile Internet, billions of devices around the globe, gen-
erating a huge amount of data, will be connected to
the communication networks. Moreover, 5G umbrella of
services covers almost every walk of life- ranging from per-
sonal to organizational, industrial and government levels.
Consequently, the security risk factors of cyber attacks,
intrusions, cyber warfare and breach of data privacy will
raise to new levels. Therefore, the provision of elegant
security solutions for communication networks is a key
challenge in 5G.
4) Network Throughput: The advent of new applica-
tions and services such as augmented and virtual reality,
UHDTV, self-driving cars, e-health, and tactile Internet,
demands higher network throughput and massive con-
nectivity. Meeting such demands is thought to be a key
performance limitation for 5G networks. To meet such
requirements, new frequency spectrum in sub-THz, THz
and visible light-range needs to be explored in B5G com-
munications.
III. Towards Non-Coherent Communications
In this section, we discuss about recent advances in the
area of non-coherent wireless communications along with
the extensive review of the existing literature. In Table
II, we classify the existing references under the following
themes along with the related sub-topics: (i) characteri-
zation of non-coherent channels, (ii) Non-coherent mod-
ulation and detection, (iii) Non-coherent SIMO/MIMO
systems, (iv) Non-coherent signal processing, and (v)
Quantum-assisted non-coherent communications.
A. Modeling and Characterization of Non-Coherent Chan-
nels
Some existing works have analysed capacity of non-
coherent fading channels in different settings. For example,
authors in [63] analyzed the capacity of limit of one-
bit quantized non-coherent Rayleigh fading channel by
assuming no knowledge of channel coefficients at both the
transmitter and receiver in a single-antenna setting. It
was found that the channel capacity becomes zero if the
channel coherence time is in the order of symbol rate and
on-off Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) can achieve
the channel capacity for the slower channels with the on-
off probability dependent on the channel coherence time.
Furthermore, authors in [64] investigated the optimal sig-
nalling schemes and capacity of non-coherent Rician fading
channels by assuming no knowledge of fading coefficients
at both the transmitter and receiver. For this analysis, low-
resolution output quantization case with 1-bit Analog-to-
Digital Converter (ADC) was considered and the impact of
Line-of-Sight (LoS) component of Rician fading channel on
the channel capacity was analyzed in detail. It was shown
that pi/2 circularly symmetric is the optimal signalling
input to achieve channel capacity in a Rician fading non-
coherent channel.
It is of significant interest to understand the funda-
mental limits of non-coherent channels due to the con-
sideration of non-coherent communication design in the
upcoming wireless networks. Following the analysis of the
capacity analysis of multi-antenna communications with
Rayleigh fading channels in [91], authors in [65] studied the
fundamental information theoretic limits of non-coherent
channels in multi-antenna settings without considering the
knowledge of fading coefficients. The asymptotic capacity
of such non-coherent multi-antenna channels was derived
in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime in terms of
the number of transmit (M) and receiver (N) antennas
and coherence interval (T ). As compared the capacity
gain of coherent multi-antenna channel, which is given by
min{M,N} for every 3dB increase in the SNR, the capac-
ity gain of non-coherent channel is given by; M ′(1−M ′/T )
bps/Hz, with M ′ = min{M,N,LT/2} [65].
Authors in [67] analyzed the effects of oversampling on
the capacity of oversampled non-coherent communication
channels impacted by the phase noise for the scenario
with the coherence time of the phase process being much
smaller than the sampling time interval. Furthermore,
authors developed the Generalized Degrees of Freedom
(GDoF) for such an oversampled non-coherent channel by
considering the case with the oversampling factor growing
to infinity with the transmit power. Furthermore, the
work in [66] studied the application of discrete signalling
schemes, which have better power efficiency that Gausian
i.i.d. signals in mid-to-low SNR region, for non-coherent
single-input single-output Rayleigh block-fading channels.
The mutual information of the proposed discrete signalling
schemes has been computed and compared with the exist-
ing signalling schemes in the literature.
In the wideband channels including the case of mmWave
channels which have very high bandwidth, the capacity
regime is highly impacted by the channel uncertainty in
the absence of CSI at the transmitter or receiver. Fur-
thermore, it becomes challenging to implement coherent
detection since it becomes difficult to estimate channel
coefficients with the required sufficient precision due to the
constrained power in the wideband channel [68]. There-
fore, it is important to investigate suitable non-coherent
detection for wideband fading channels. Moreover, en-
ergy is limiting resource than spectrum in non-coherent
wideband fading channels. Towards the analysis of non-
coherent wideband channels, authors in [68, 69] considered
the bandwidth occupancy (average bandwidth utilization
over time) as a performance metric and performed the
information theoretic analysis of wideband fading channels
by considering both the peaky and non-peaky signals. It
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Fig. 2. Non-cellular, non-orthogonal, and Non-coherent communications.
was shown that the achievable rates for all types of sig-
nalling techniques with the identical bandwidth occupancy
approach to the wideband additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) capacity within the same gap at the critical value
of bandwidth occupancy and subsequently decreases to
zero when the bandwidth occupancy tends to infinity.
The conventional coherent detection techniques are de-
signed based on the CSI knowledge to mitigate the harmful
effects of fading in communication channels. In multi-
antenna relaying systems, it may be challenging to esti-
mate all the involved channels due to power-hungry and
complex channel estimation techniques. For example, a
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system having
M transmit antennas and N receive antennas requires to
estimate the M × N channels. Also, in relaying systems,
it may not be possible for the resource-constrained relay
nodes to allocate resources for estimating source-to-relay
channel required for coherent detection. To address these
issues, non-coherent detection seems highly advantageous.
In this regard, some existing works have studied the
design and performance analysis of relay channels in non-
coherent scenarios. For example, authors in [70] provided a
survey of non-coherent successive relaying methods while
considering multi-user wireless systems. The discussed
successive relaying techniques can perform the function
of full-duplex relaying towards compensating the 50%
throughput loss by a half-duplex transmit/receive of the
widely-used transceivers.
In air traffic management, one of the current issues
is that the widely-used wireless communication technolo-
gies are not suitable for aeronautical scenarios with high
doppler. As an example, the existing LTE-A based systems
are able to supper users at a high speed velocity of 500
km/h (train) but the speed of aircraft may reach upto 1080
km/h. The Rician fading channels in high-mobility aero-
nautical scenarios are characterized by the high frequency
offset and normalized maximum doppler frequency and the
uncertainity of phase rotation of a random channel [71].
In the literature, mostly training-based (pilot-based)
channel estimation methods have been studied for the
coherent channels while the channel estimation techniques
for non-coherent channels are based on the modifications
of conventional differential detection [71]. Both of these
approaches suffer from the irreducible error flow while
assuming constant CSI. Also, current Differential Phase
Shift Keying (DPSK) based non-coherent detectors used
for Ricean fading channels demand for significant enhance-
ments. To this end, authors in [71] proposed adaptive
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TABLE II
Classification of existing works on non-coherent communications
Main Theme Sub-topics References
Characterization of non-coherent channels Capacity analysis and fundamental limits [63–65]
Signalling schemes [64, 66]
Effects of oversampling [67]
Wideband non-coherent channels [68, 69]
Non-coherent successive relaying [70]
High mobility aeronautical communications [71]
Non-coherent modulation and detection Non-coherent spatial modulation [72, 73]
Non-coherent Index Modulation [74, 75]
Non-coherent detection [76, 77]
Non-coherent SIMO/MIMO systems Non-coherent SIMO [78, 79]
Non-coherent MISO [80]
Non-coherent MIMO [81]
Temporally-Correlated non-coherent MIMO Channels [82]
Space-time codebook design [83]
Non-coherent signal processing Non-coherent SWIPT systems [84, 85]
Non-coherent DoA estimation and beamforming [86, 87]
Jamming attack detection [88]
Quantum-assisted non-coherent communications Quantum search algorithms for non-coherent receivers/detectors [89, 90]
switching between non-coherent and coherent schemes at
high and low doppler frequency, respectively for aeronau-
tical communications networks. Also, the comparison of
various non-coherent techniques to their coherent coun-
terparts is presented in a wide-range of channel-coded
scenarios.
B. Non-Coherent Modulation and Detection
As compared to the conventional digital modulation
schemes which are based on the modulation of fre-
quency/phase/amplitude of a carrier signal, there exist
other modulation schemes such as spatial modulation,
permutation modulation and Index Modulation (IM) [92].
Spatial Modulation (SM) is considered as one promising
candidate technology for future wireless networks since it
can exploit the spatial dimension (i.e., antennas) as an
additional degree of freedom and can efficiently operate in
a variety of MIMO configurations [93]. In the SM scheme,
information bits are transmitted by using the combination
of two schemes, namely, Amplitude-Phase Modulation
(APM) and a Space-Shift Keying (SSK), which correspond
to the modulation and space domains respectively. To
decode these transmitted bits, the receiver needs to have
the CSI knowledge, which is difficult to acquire in practice
with the desired accuracy. To address this, one possible so-
lution could be the combination of SM with the differential
modulation (named as differential SM) [94] to address the
complexity of symbol detection and channel estimation
overhead in the conventional coherent SM. To further
enhance the performance of SM, multi-ring Amplitude
Phase Shifting Key (APSK)-assisted differential SM has
been proposed in the literature [95]. However, this scheme
has the drawback of limited flexibility for high-dimensional
constellations with the scattered constellation points in
the outer circle and intensive points on the inner circle.
To address this issue, authors in [72] recently proposed
the concept of non-coherent SM which employs a non-
coherent detection at the receiver. Unlike the differential
operation in the differential SM, the detection process in
this approach relies only on the previous demodulated
transmission block.
Furthermore, in the context of spatial modulation-aided
unmanned aircraft systems, authors in [73] suggested to
switch between coherent and non-coherent SM to enhance
the QoS performance. Towards this, the authors proposed
a three-fold adaptive approach to perform the following
adaptations: (i) to switch between coherent and non-
coherent techniques based on the Doppler frequency, (ii) to
reconfigure the system in its own between single transmit
antenna and multiple transmit antenna systems based on
channel coding, and (iii) to switch between high diversity
and high spectral efficiency multiple transmit antenna
techniques based on the modulation throughput.
Another promising modulation technique, Index Modu-
lation (IM), utilizes a binary permutation vector and maps
the information bits by activating different parameters of
the transmission medium such as sub-carriers, transmit
antennas, relays, time slots, precoding matrices, signal
powers and spreading codes [96]. The conventional IM
technique can be utilized to carry additional informa-
tion by incorporating information bits into the activated
indexes, however, the demodulation of this information
requires the CSI knowledge at the receiver side [75]. Also,
the receiver needs to estimate channel coefficients for all
the indexes since the subset of active indexes may vary
according to the message. For example, in the conventional
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-IM,
the overhead caused by the pilot transmissions via all
subcarriers may become very high, especially in fast fading
environment, since only a fraction of subcarriers are active
[74]. In conclusion, the conventional coherent-IM may
lead to a very high channel estimation burden and also
high energy consumption, thus making it not suitable for
resource-constrained wireless sensors/devices.
To address the aforementioned issues of the conventional
IM, the concept of non-coherent IM is emerging [74,
75]. In this approach, the information bits are transmit-
ted with only index selection and without the need of
channel estimation. In this direction, optimal Maximum-
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Likelihood (ML) detector for non-coherent IM has been
studied in different settings [74, 75]. The authors in [74]
carried out the analysis of optimal ML receivers for non-
coherent IM under fast fading environment. However, the
assumption in this study was that signal belonging to each
index experiences independent fading and the optimally
seems to cease in the case when signals on individual
channels experience the identical fading. This study has
been extended to the case of complex-valued channels in
[75], with the consideration of the signals on different
indexes suffering from the same amount of fading, which
could be the case in narrow-band wireless sensor networks.
In the context of ultra-wideband Direct Chaotic Com-
munication (DCC), the authors in [97] proposed a non-
coherent modulation scheme, which is based on the adap-
tive threshold value. As compared to the conventional
modulation techniques where the bit energy per given
symbol is fixed, the bit energy of each symbol is time-
varying due to the non-periodic chaotic signals. To ad-
dress this issue, Differential Chaos Shift Keying (DCSK)
modulation and several its variants have been proposed
in the literature [98]. In the similar context, the non-
coherent scheme in [97] utilizes Chip Averaging Chaotic
ONâĂŞOFF Keying (CA-COOK), which uses the concept
of the Cell Averaging Constant False Alarm Rate paradigm
utilized in radar systems.
Authors in [77] studied the combination of Differential
Binary Phase Shift Keying (DBPSK) modulation and
non-coherent detection at the relay and the destination
while considering auto-regressive time series model for
the time-varying Rayleigh fading channel. The employed
non-coherent detection doesn’t need the knowledge of
instantaneous CSI at both the relay and destination to
obtain average BER. Three-node relaying with decode-
and-forward (DF) strategy was employed with selection
combining (SC) at the destination in the following phases:
(i) First phase: the source transmits the DBPSK signal,
and relay and destination operate in the listening mode,
and (ii) Second phase: the relay decodes the received
signal in a non-coherent manner and re-transmits to the
destination. Via numerical results, it was shown that the
performance of SC with the considered non-coherent DF
relaying framework is closer to the semi-Maximum Ratio
Combining (MRC), which doesn’t need the second-order
statistics of the channels.
In recently emerging molecular communications [99], the
CSI may vary with time due to the variations in the flow
velocity as well as the distance between the receiver and
transmitter. This requires the need of tracking the CSI
variations repeatedly for the CSI acquisition [76]. The
traditional detection techniques, which requires the knowl-
edge of CSI, can be employed only in the scenarios where
the molecular channel is slowly varying with the time and
the coherence time is sufficiently large. In dynamic molec-
ular scenarios, the CSI estimation process requires a huge
overhead and detecting data-symbols directly without go-
ing through the CSI acquisition process seems attractive,
leading to the utilization of non-coherent detection. To
this end, authors in [76] studied the optimal non-coherent
Multiple Symbol (MS) and Symbol-by-Symbol (SS) detec-
tors, as well as a non-coherent decision feedback detector,
which do not need the knowledge of instantaneous CSI.
An analytical expression for the BER of the optimal non-
coherent SS detector as well as the lower and the upper
bounds for the BER of the proposed optimal non-coherent
MS detector were derived. Via simulation results, the
performance of the optimal MS detector was shown to
outperform the sub-optimal blind detector, mainly for the
case of small detection window sizes, and the performance
of both the optimal and sub-optimal detectors was found
to converge to that of the coherent Maximum Likelihood
detector, which needs the knowledge of perfect CSI.
C. Non-Coherent SIMO/MIMO
As highlighted earlier, the acquisition of accurate CSI
in a timely manner with large-antenna arrays in mMIMO
type systems becomes very challenging. Also, in case of
non-orthogonal pilots, the estimated channel coefficients
may be corrupted due to the pilots reused by the other
cells. To address these issues, various approaches includ-
ing blind or semi-blind, precoding and protocol-based
techniques have been suggested in the literature [100].
Furthermore, non-coherent communication systems based
on energy detection can be utilized as an alternative as
it does not require the knowledge of CSI. Besides, as
compared to the coherent receivers, non-coherent receivers
provide the advantages of low power consumption, low
complexity and simple structures at the cost of sub-
optimal performance [78]. By considering the non-coherent
reception mode in single-input multiple-output systems,
authors in [78] analyzed the effect of correlated Rayleigh
fading on the system performance and also derived the
theoretical expressions for achievable rate, symbol error
rate and outage probability. Authors in [80] carried out
a comprehensive theoretical analysis of optimal signaling
schemes, and also studied the capacity of non-coherent
MISO Rayleigh fading channels under various constraints
including the per-antenna power constraints and the joint
per-antenna and sum-power constraints. The capacity
gain of MISO under both the scenarios with per-antenna
power constraints, and joint sum-power and per-antenna
constraints is compared with that of the Single-Input
Single-Output (SISO) systems by utilizing the finiteness
and discreteness of the optimal inputs obtained from the
optimization problems.
As compared to the conventional training-based meth-
ods, non-coherent signaling can provide several advantages
in wireless systems including the following [101]: (i) non-
coherent signalling can avoid the cost of training, which
consumes about 14.3% of resources in multi-antenna sys-
tems [102]; (ii) non-coherent techniques can provide higher
spectral efficiencies, and (iii) pilot contamination issue in
mMIMO system can be largely mitigated.
The conventional coherent receivers need the perfect
knowledge of the instantaneous channel, and may re-
sult in significant signalling overhead while employing
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coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission or reception
in MIMO systems in the presence of higher number of
transmission points or in the presence of rapidly varying
wireless channels [81]. The widely used pilot-based channel
estimation techniques demand for high receiver complex-
ity and signaling overhead in the aforementioned CoMP
scenarios. Also, in fast fading scenarios, coherent systems
become almost impractical to implement due to very short
coherence time. Moreover, channel estimation errors in
coherent communications may cause significant degrada-
tion of the system performance, leading to the need of
non-coherent communications, in which the receivers can
perform data detection without requiring the knowledge
of channel coefficients.
In the above context, authors in [81] have reviewed non-
coherent techniques for MIMO communication systems
for both the slowly-varying and block-fading channels.
In slow-fading scenarios of non-coherent MIMO systems,
differential transmission-based techniques such as Differ-
ential Unitary Space-Time Modulation (DUSTM) seems
promising [103], which is high dimensional version of the
standard DPSK modulation. On the other hand, for non-
coherent MIMO systems with block fading channels, code-
books composed of unitary matrices which are distributed
isotropically on the Grassmann manifold seem promis-
ing [104]. Despite some existing research in this domain,
the performance of non-coherent schemes under realistic
cellular scenarios requires significant further research. In
this regard, [81] has presented some preliminary results
regarding the performance of non-systematic Grassman-
nian Constellations (GC) in two practical cases including
a spatial correlation in a MIMO system and unbalanced
transmission points in a CoMP system.
As highlighted earlier, in fast fading coherent scenarios,
the channel coefficient changes so rapidly that a new and
independent channel coefficient may appear before it is
being estimated by the receiver by using training signals.
Also, the presence of multiple antennas gives rise to the
problem of estimating higher number of parameters, thus
leading to the need of non-coherent detection techniques.
To this end, authors in [83] studied the problem of space-
time codebook design for non-coherent multi-antenna sys-
tems, in which the channel matrix was modeled as an
unknown deterministic parameter at both the transmitter
and receiver and a generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT)
principle is employed for the operation of a non-coherent
receiver. By considering the detection error probability
as the code design criterion at the high-SNR region, a
space-time code design methodology was suggested in the
considered non-coherent set-up. Subsequently, a two-phase
method was proposed to solve a non-linear, non-smooth
and high-dimensional underlying optimization problem,
with first phase involving a sequence of convex Semidef-
inite Programming (SDP) and the second phase using a
descent optimization algorithm.
The article [82] studied three non-coherent MIMO
schemes including Grassmannian signaling, differential
space-time block code and differential unitary space-time
modulation by considering temporally-correlated Rayleigh
fading channels. The performance of these techniques has
been compared with two Alamouti and Golden code-based
coherent schemes via numerical results, and it has been
shown that these non-coherent methods provide significant
advantages over coherent methods in medium to high mo-
bility scenarios, especially, when the number of transmit
antennas increases.
Regarding multiple access schemes for non-coherent
systems, authors in [79] proposed a Grassmannian constel-
lation based non-coherent multiple access by considering
uplink SIMO communications. In this approach, an indi-
vidual codebook was constructed for each user by using
bijective mapping for the encoder, and a greedy approach
was suggested at the receiver by exploiting a geometric
separation among the code-books of the users to extract
the signals from different users.
D. Non-coherent Signal Processing
Although non-coherent systems can provide the advan-
tages of low cost and low power consumption, in general,
they suffer from performance loss as compared to the co-
herent systems. However, the performance of power detec-
tion based non-coherent modulation is shown to be similar
as that of the coherent modulation scheme in different
settings [84, 85]. Furthermore, the PD-based non-coherent
receivers find importance in SWIPT systems since the
SWIPT receiver may employ a coherent and an energy
receiver either in a power-splitting or a time-switching
mode [105]. To this end, authors in [106] proposed a
splitting receiver by utilizing the joint coherent and non-
coherent processing, which can provide better performance
gain than those of the separate non-coherent and coherent
receivers in terms of Symbol Error Rate (SER) and mutual
information.
The Direction or Arrival (DoA) estimation is needed
in several applications including beamforming in wireless
communications, radar and sonar, and there exist several
DoA estimation algorithms in the literature including MU-
SIC, root-MUSIC and ESPIRIT. Most of these algorithms
perform coherent processing and require the knowledge
of covariance matrix of the entire array along with the
inter-subarray covariance matrices. The main drawback
with this coherent processing is the huge communication
overhead involved in sending the raw measurements from
the sub-arrays to the central processing unit, and high
computational load at the central processing unit [86].
To address these drawbacks, non-coherent processing can
be employed, which is dependent only on the sub-array
covariance matrices unlike the covariance matrix corre-
sponding to whole array aperture required in coherent pro-
cessing [107]. To this end, authors in [87] generalized the
MUSIC and Minimum Variance Distortionless Response
(MVDR) beamformers for non-coherent arrays, in which
sub-arrays estimate noise sub-spaces locally and forward
the estimates to the processing center. Furthermore, the
authors in [108] generalized the root-MUSIC algorithm for
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non-coherent processing in which the sub-arrays calculate
the polynomial coefficients of root-MUSIC locally and
then forward these coefficients to the processing center.
Moreover, authors in [86] considered the DoA estimation
problem for partly calibrated arrays by utilizing non-
coherent processing, by considering the case that the sub-
arrays are not able to locally identify the sources.
Like coherent systems, non-coherent systems are suscep-
tible to jamming attacks and it is important to investigate
suitable jamming attack detection schemes for the non-
coherent systems. In this regard, authors in [88] proposed
a jamming detection method based on the normalization
of variance and standard variance by utilizing the the prin-
ciple of likelihood ratio test. Via numerical results, it has
been shown that the detection probability increases with
the increase in the number of receive antennas and gets
converged quickly, however, the performance is affected by
the channel statistics from the jammer to the receiver.
E. Quantum-Assisted Non-Coherent Communications
The integration of quantum computing and wireless
communications can be a promising platform for enabling
future low-complexity and near-capacity wireless systems.
It should be noted that on one hand, Shannon’s channel
capacity did not consider aspect the complexity needed to
approach the capacity of a wireless channel, while on the
other hand, the information to be transmitted over a wire-
less channel can be encoded with the polarization or the
spins of electrons besides only their charge and number.
The classical communication principles can be adapted for
quantum-assisted communications [4, 109] with the help of
quantum computing algorithms and processes enabled by
quantum chips.
In Multi-User Detection (MUD) problem in a syn-
chronous NOMA system, one of the issues for multi-
level detector is to identify a specific symbol based on
the received signal power, the set of legitimate symbols
with (in case of coherent) or without the knowledge of
channel states (in case of non-coherent) [90]. Since the
channel state information is not available to the non-
coherent receiver at the base station, two users need to be
separated in code domain or frequency domain or in time
domain during different time-slots. Therefore, the multi-
user detector can be represented by simple correlation
filters while matching the spreading code of each user. In
contrast to the coherent receivers, the complexity intro-
duced by the channel estimation process is avoided in non-
coherent receivers but they may need higher bandwidth or
experience performance degradation [89].
From the practical implementation perspective, the
complexity of MUD becomes the main issue. For example,
for supporting P number if users with the same code and
frequency resources, the optimal maximum a posteriori
probability (MAP) with M-ary modulation in a coherent
receiver requires MP number of cost function evaluations
[89]. Similarly, the non-coherent receiver with MAP and
the Multiple-Symbol Differential Detector (MSDD) needs
to search in Nw symbol windows in the time domain
independently for each user and the MSDD for an M-
ary modulation technique requires MNw−1 cost function
evaluations to search among all possible multi-level symbol
combinations of each user. To reduce such symbol detec-
tion complexity, the quantum computing assisted MUD
can be utilized to reduce the complexity of symbol detec-
tion processing while also achieving the near-optimal per-
formance. To this end, authors in [89] investigated various
quantum search algorithms and proposed a methodology
to select a suitable quantum search algorithm based on
the nature of the search problem and operation.
In emerging large-dimensional wireless systems includ-
ing mmWave systems, mMIMO systems and cooperative
multicell processing/coordinated beamforming, it becomes
highly challenging and complex to acquire the channel
gains of all the links to carry out coherent detection.
To address this, non-coherent detection based differential
modulation could be an alternative to avoid the need of
channel estimation. For the non-coherent receivers, the
classical Maximum Likelihood Multiple-Symbol Differen-
tial Detector (MSDD) [110] is considered as optimal but
suffers from high complexity. Towards reducing the de-
tection complexity in non-coherent communications, other
detectors including Multiple Symbol Differential Sphere
Detector (MSDSD) [111] and Decision-Feedback Differen-
tial Detector (DFDD) [112] have been proposed in the
literature, which can provide near-optimal performance
with regard to the MSD with the reduced complexity.
As highlighted earlier, quantum computing can be uti-
lized to reduce the number of cost function evaluations
needed for MSDDs. In this regard, authors in [90] have
discussed various Quantum Search Algorithms (QSAs)
including Grover’s QSA, Durr-Hoyer Algorithm (DHA),
and Boyer, Beassard, Hoyer and Tapp. Furthermore, Durr-
Hoyer algorithm-based Quantum-assisted symbol differen-
tial detection was proposed for reducing the complexity of
conventional differential detector and its performance was
analyzed via numerical results.
IV. Energy Efficient Communications:
Potential Technologies and Challenges
In the provision of uninterrupted power supply and
ultra-reliable connectivity to the massive number of nodes
envisaged in 6G and beyond wireless networks, the de-
signing of ultra-power-efficient wireless links, harvesting
of energy from various diverse sources, designing of recon-
figurable intelligent surfaces are among the prime research
trends. Today’s battery-powered wireless devices are vul-
nerable to various performance constraints imposed by
limited lifetime of the nodes due to limited batteries-life.
The wireless transfer of power to recharge the batteries of
remote devices is also an emerging paradigm. The wireless
powered communication networks are comprehensively re-
viewed in [113], where significant developments and open
research challenges are highlighted. Various interesting
technologies for enabling self-sustainable communications
in future networks are recommended with strong focus on
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BsC systems. The proliferation in the number of devices
envisioned in the emerging paradigm of massive-IoT net-
works necessitates the conduction of thorough studies for
designing energy-efficient wireless network with wireless-
powered battery-assisted or battery-less devices.
In the emerging paradigm of green communications
with the requirements of ultra-dense connectivity in 6G
and beyond wireless networks, BsC can play a vital role
in delivering the emerging services, such as massive-IoT,
further enhanced broadband, and various other new types
of services. Transceiver design with ultra-high power effi-
ciency for future IoT devices is a basic necessity in this
context, where the harvesting of energy from RF sources
is one of the robust potential solutions. This section starts
with discussing the fundamentals and design aspects of
BsC and then proceeds with reviewing its state-of-the-art.
Moreover, the section also highlights various interesting fu-
ture communication trends, e.g., quantum BsC, mmWave
and TeraHz BsC, energy-efficient intelligent Surfaces – to
name a few.
A. Backscatter Communications (BsC)
The Radio Frequency (RF) signals received at a device
can be potentially manipulated as an energy source. The
fundamental concept of BsC is to utilize the incident
RF signals (e.g., modulated or unmodulated), instead of
utilizing a locally generating new carrier, by reflecting
it back after modulating (new) information over it in
an over-the-air modulation fashion. This concept of BsC
offers the advantage of reliving the burden of system
complexity and power cost from the remote devices (e.g.,
sensing devices) by transfering them to the serving sta-
tions (e.g., base station). The roots of this concept trace
back to 1948 when Harry Stockman demonstrated the
concept of point-to-point communications by reflecting the
received RF signals after modulating information over it
[114]. Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a typical
example of BsC, in which, a reader device generates an
unmodulated carrier, which is utilized by the passive
tags to transmit it back with the information modulated
over it. Another notable example of the systems obeying
the fundamental principles of BsC is passive radars (a
special case of bistatic radars). Such radars detect and
track the target objects by processing and analyzing the
radio-scene generated through the radio illumination of
the environment from existing non-cooperative radiation
sources (e.g., commercial radio broadcast signals, land-
mobile radio communication signals, etc).
In [24], BsC is presented as a practical solution to the
limited battery life problem for emerging heterogeneous
networks (cellular, IoT, etc). A thorough survey on dif-
ferent types, modes, modulations, and architectures of
BsC systems is presented. Moreover, various important
aspects of BsC are discussed, e.g., reliability, security,
range, etc. In [115], a thorough review of BsC as a potential
solution to the problem of limited lifetime of massive-
IoT networks is conducted. Moreover, the limitations and
open challenges of BsC are also highlighted, e.g., short
transmission range, limited data rate, etc. Another com-
prehensive literature review on fundamentals and state-of-
the-art of ABsC is presented in [23]. The scope of ABsC
for IoT, Wireless Body Area Networks, and mmWave
range is investigated; where various designs and solutions
available in the literature are thoroughly reviewed. In
[116], an implementation of BsC is introduced along with
detailed analysis for its different proof of concept appli-
cations. Various important aspect at physical layer and
link layer are highlighted and prototype implementation is
presented. An illustration of conventional, BsC, and ABsC
(ABsC) communication systems to highlight their primary
differences is presented in Fig. 3. The summary of notable
existing literature on BsC systems is provided in Table III.
a) System Configuration: The configurations of BsC
systems can be classified into dedicated and ambient
source based configuration, while the dedicate source con-
figuration can further be subcategorized into monostatic
and bistatic settings.
In the system configuration involving dedicated RF
source, a dedicate unmodulated carrier is transmitted by
a carrier source which the backscatter device receives
and backscatters it after modulating its information over
it. In a monostatic setting, the carrier source and the
intended receiver of backscatter device is the same node.
For example, in communication setup of RFID-tag to
reader, the reader node provides the carrier signal to the
tag (backscatter device) and the same reader node itself is
the intended receiver of the backscattered signal from tag.
In a bistatic setting, the source and receiver are different
nodes. A separated source node supplies the carrier signal
to the backscatter device through an independent wireless
link while the intended receiver of backscattered signal is
a different node. Such setting makes the design of both
receiver and RF source nodes simpler and cheaper. Also
separating the carrier source from the receiver enables the
deployment of multiple RF sources in mMTC scenario.
This further helps in not only creating favourable channel
conditions but also in optimizing the network topology.
The Ambient configuration (or ABsC) is a type of BsC
in which the RF signals from nearby/ambient signals
from non-dedicated sources (e.g., TV, WiFi, cell phones,
etc) are utilized to power the communication devices. An
illustration of monostatic, bistatic, ambient, dedicated,
and hybrid scatter configurations is presented in Fig. 3.
The ABsC can also be interpreted as a spectrum sharing
method, as it reutilizes the spectrum of existing broadcast
systems. The spectrum regulation aspects for ABsC spec-
trum sharing are discussed in [117], where it is suggested
that the the ABsC can share the spectrum in coexistence
with digital broadcast systems without imposing any sig-
nificant amount of interference.
b) Multi-antenna BsC Systems: The use of multiple
antennas for transmitting and receiving the radio waves
has shown various primary advantages in the overall ef-
ficiency of the communication systems. The advantages
in communication and energy efficiency of the systems
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Fig. 3. Comparative illustration of the conventional and BsC Systems; configuration of ambient, monstatic, and bistatic BsC systems are
also indicated.
are achieved through the exploitation of angular domain,
which is an extra degree of offered leverage, for diversity,
multiplexing, multiple access, and/or beamforming, etc.
Multiple antennas can also be used for wireless energy
transfer through the concentration of energy into narrow
beams radiated in the desired physical directions; which
is also referred to as energy beamforming [158]. In [159],
a system design with 16 antenna ports is presented for
the harvesting of energy from different frequency bands. A
multi-antenna energy beamforming technique is proposed
in [158], where a multi-antenna energy transmitter serves
multiple energy receivers. An algorithm for the optimiza-
tion of performance tradeoffs between different energy
transfer efficiency parameters (e.g., weighted sum energy,
proportional-fair-energy, etc) is also proposed. The avail-
ability and accuracy of the CSI is an essential requirement
for such energy transfer methods; which can be obtained
through different channel estimation methods, e.g., pilots
based etc, as discussed in next subection.
The combination of energy beamforming and BsC has
a strong potential to support batteryless devices for the
future wireless networks. In [160], a beamforming system
for ABsC is proposed, which optimizes the beamform-
ing vector to enhance the spectrum sharing efficiency
of the system. In the considered system, a cooperative
receiver decodes the information from two transmitters,
i.e., one multi-antenna primary and one single-antenna
secondary. Moreover, a new transmit beamforming struc-
ture for enhancing the computational complexity required
for the beamforming vector optimization is also proposed.
Through numerical analysis, it is concluded in [160] that
the proposed beamforming optimization based ABsC sys-
tem outperforms the conventional systems in terms of
sum-rate. The beamforming design optimization for multi-
antenna SR BsC system to maximize the achievable trans-
mission rate of the backscatter link under the given con-
straint of primary link’s achievable rate is investigated in
[161]. In [162], an interesting multi-antenna receiver design
for ABsC systems is proposed which does not require any
knowledge of channel or noise statistics. Moreover, a new
method for detection of ambient backscatter OFDM sym-
bols is proposed. Another wireless energy beamforming as-
sisted BsC system is proposed in [163], which reveals that
the cooperative relay based BsC strategy can significantly
enhance the overall system throughput. The harvesting
of energy from ambient RF signals assists in operating
the backscatter circuit, however insufficient availability
of the harvested power to the circuit can lead towards
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TABLE III
Characterization of the literature review on BsC Systems.
Main Theme Sub-topics References
Fundamental
Aspects
System configuration (Ambient, MonoStatic,
Bistatic)
[24, 117, 118]
Cooperative (Symbiotic Radio) [21, 119–124]
Wireless Channel (modeling, characterization,
and Estimation)
[122, 125–131]
Multiplexing, Multiple Access, and Duplexing [123, 124, 132–142]
Modulation, Transmission, and Detection [143–152]
Scope
with other
technologies
Quantum Technologies [153–157]
Multi-Antenna Systems [118, 132, 158–167]
Non-Coherent [137, 142, 146, 168, 169]
UAV-Assisted [24, 170]
Machine Learning [171, 172]
Spectrum
mmWave, Sub-TeraHz, TeraHz [173–181]
VLC [182, 183]
Acoustic (underwater) [184]
Applications
and other
aspects
Massive IoT [20, 21, 115, 120, 172, 185–187]
Biomedical/ modecular/eHealth [76, 119, 188–194]
Decision Fusion [192]
Cognitive Networks [141, 195]
Localization and Tracking [196, 197]
Security and Privacy [132, 157]
Blockchain [198]
Routing in B2B networks [199–202]
Cost (Hardware, Deployment, and Opera-
tional )
[115]
Survey Articles and Book Chapters [20, 23, 24, 115, 172]
the suspension of BsC. In [164], an opportunistic scheme
for a battery-assisted system (with multi-antennas at the
receiver) for exploiting the residual and full battery power
of the users for insufficient harvested power is proposed to
ensure the availability of backscatter signals at all times.
MRC along with SIC is suggested. The proposed scheme
is demonstrated to be superior than its counterparts in
the literature through a conducted simulation analysis, for
high SNR and large number of antennas.
Theoretical bounds on the capability of coding and
modulation schemes in different channel and noise con-
ditions is of high importance in designing and studying
of the systems [165]. The achievable sum-rate of bistatic
ABsC is studied in [118], where a legacy MIMO system
in co-existence of a multi-antenna node constitute the
system model. The ABsC system is found to impose only
a nominal limit on the achievable sum-rate, i.e., it causes
only minimal interference. Moreover, it can also offer an
additional advantage of assisting the legacy system as in
the role of bring a passive relay. In cooperative spectrum
sharing setup, the interference analysis and management
is of high significance. In [166], a multi-antenna receiver
design with SIC algorithm for cooperatively decoding the
information from both BsC and RF sources is proposed.
For the considered system model, closed-form analyti-
cal relationships for BER performance of the Maximum-
Likelihood (ML) and SIC based detectors are derived. The
conducted numerical performance analysis has suggested
that the SIC-based detector can nearly achieve the same
performance as that of ML-detector. The principles of BsC
from the perspective of communication systems theoretic
is thoroughly reviewed in [167]. The performance of both
energy harvesting and modulation are linked to each
other in BsC. The joint investigation of both energy and
spectral efficiency in the energy-constrained applications
of multi-antenna BsC systems is also strongly advocated
for redirecting the focus of the researchers towards the
devising of coded modulation schemes. The statistical
behavior of the fading channels in such multi-antenna BsC
systems may be vastly different from those encountered in
conventional MIMO communication systems; therefore it
is pivotal to study the channel statistics and the multi-
antenna associated multiplexing and diversity gains for the
BsC systems.
c) Backscatter Wireless Channels (Modeling, Charac-
terization, and Estimation): In realistic radio propagation
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scenarios, various different physical phenomenon result in
arrival of multiple copies of the signal. Each multipath
signal may experience single or multiple bounces causing
different amount of shift in delay, frequency, and angle
of each arriving multipath depending upon the nature of
the propagation environment and mobility conditions of
the nodes [203]. These shifts further cause the signal to
spread in delay, frequency, and angular domain imposing
frequency-, time-, and spacial-selectivity in the channel
characteristics, respectively. The use of multiple antennas
with directed radiation patterns can reduce the angular
spread, which can further help in reducing the Doppler and
RMS delay spread [204]. Accurate modeling and character-
ization of radio propagation channels is of vital importance
in designing, studying, and capacity enhancement of the
communication systems.
The capacity of ABsC channel between a reader and
a passive tag is studied in [125, 126] by using Gaussian
channel model. In [125, 126], it is suggested that the
Gaussian channel capacity can be obtained for the scenario
when the RF signals are backscattered by the tag with an
unequal probability. Moreover, for the considered setup,
it is suggested that the channel capacity with complex
Gaussian RF signals is not exactly the twice of the the
capacity with real signals. In [127], ABsC under Rayleigh
fading channel conditions is studied for simultaneous en-
ergy harvesting and transmission. For achieving optimal
energy harvesting and spectral efficiency from BsC, ABsC,
and cooperative-ABsC systems, accurate understanding of
the channel parameters is of vital importance. Particularly
in SR systems, the estimate of the channel parameters
is critical in effectively removing the interference from
the primary transmission for detecting and decoding the
backscatter transmission. Moreover, in muti-antenna BsC
systems, effective exploitation of angular domain for en-
ergy beamforming is only possible when accurate under-
standing of the channel statistics is available.
The estimate of the channel can be obtained through
the exploitation of known pilots, blindly (without pilots),
semi-blindly, and superimposed-pilots based methods. In
most of the existing studies on ABsC systems, the avail-
ability of perfect CSI is assumed, which however may
not be a suitable assumption. In ABsC systems, as the
environmental RF signals are unknown to the receiver,
therefore the pilots based estimation methods may not be
a suitable choice. This lack of availability of the dedicated
pilot signals makes the CSI estimation problem in ABsC
systems as vastly different from that in the conventional
systems. In [128], an expectation-maximization algorithm
based blind channel estimation method for ABsC is pro-
posed, and CramÃľr-Rao bound of the proposed estimator
is derived. Channels estimation in multi-antenna readers
based ABsC systems is an open research problem. In
[129], a blind channel estimation method for multi-antenna
ABsC systems is proposed, which is based on eigen value
decomposition (EVD) of received signal covariance matrix.
Further in [130], a blind channel estimation method for
large-scale multi-antenna ABsC systems is proposed. A
large-scale uniform linear antenna array is employed at the
reader, a method of estimating AoA and channels’ gain is
proposed for which Cramer-RaoâĂŹ lower bound is also
derived. The multi-bounce effect between AbsC devices is
mostly ignored in the literature on ABsC systems. The
work in [131] highlights it by considering a modified mul-
tiplicative reverberant channel model and BPSK signals.
The presented results demonstrate the importance of not
ignoring the multi-bounce effect to achieve optimal rates.
d) Multiplexing, Multiple-Access, and Duplexing in
BsC: The BsC links and networks has received significant
attentions over the last decade. Different methods for
multiplexing in the primary and backscatter links are
proposed in the literature. In [133], spread-spectrum and
multi-carrier multiplexing perspective for ABsC systems
are presented. A method for exploitation of in the air
ambient OFDM carriers is proposed. The cancellation
of interference from the primary link while decoding
the backscatter link, can be carried out by utilizing the
repeating cyclic-prefix structure of ambient OFDM sig-
nals. In such multiplexing setting, the symbol duration of
backscatter device is designed as larger (integer multiple)
than the symbol duration of primary link; which along
the cyclic-prefix helps in the cancelation of the interfer-
ence in decoding of backscatter symbols. In [134], design
for different symbol waveforms for the ambient OFDM
backscatter systems is proposed. The waveform for bit
‘0’ maintains the same state and the waveform for bit
‘1’ goes through a state transition in the middle of each
OFDM symbol duration within a larger duration symbol
of backscatter link. For the proposed setting, the detector
only requires the channel gain, which simplifies the system
implementation. Moreover, for a multi-antenna receiver, a
new method which linearly combines the test statistics of
different antennas is also proposed.
Investigating the scope of BSC in integrated large
scale systems, which the wireless access is required to
be provided to a huge number of devices (sensor, IoT
devices, etc) is critical in designing of various emerg-
ing applications like massive-IoT, Body Area Networks
(BANs), smart-industries, etc. For example, the provi-
sion of simultaneous access to a huge number of devices
through BsC links in a massive-IoT network is another
intresting research direction. A multiple access techniqe
named as Multiple Subcarrier Multiple Access (MSMA)
is proposed in [135]. The optimal allocation of subcarrier
frequencies and unavoidable harmonics among different
adjacent subcarriers are the two primary research chal-
lenges indicated for the proposed MSMA method. The
random assignment of the subcarrier may lead to the
degradation of the system performance, as the inter-
carrier mutual interference may be unevenly spread over
the contemplated frequency band. The proposed heuristic
approach compared to random sub-carrier allocation can
provide significant enhancement in system performance
through effective suppression of the interference. A mul-
tiplicative ambient backscatter multiple-access method is
proposed in [136]. The new multiplicative multiple-access
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method for ABsC is comprehensively presented in [137],
where the receiver is designed to simultaneously detect the
signals from the direct transmitter and its multiplicative
backscattered copy containing the additional information
of tag. For this new multiplicative backscattering, which is
different from the conventional additive backscattering, a
new channel model is also proposed. The achievable rate
of the proposed multiplicative multiple-access method is
found to be higher than the conventional TDMA scheme
for the cases when SNR is high and direct channel is
stronger than the backscatter channel.
The escalation in the demands of multiple-access re-
quirements for enabling massive connectivity has arisen
with emerging applications like massive-IoT. NOMA has
a recognized potential in accommodating multiple users
within a single resource block for addressing the demands
of future generation multi-access requirements. A NOMA
enahanced BsC system design is proposed in [138]. An-
other study on backscatter-NOMA systems is presented
in [139]. A BsC system with multiple backscatter nodes
being served by power-domain NOMA is considered. It is
suggested that using different backscattering coefficient on
different multiplexed backscatter devices can help in opti-
mal exploitation of power-domain NOMA. A cooperative
bakscatter-NOMA system is proposed in [124], in which
donwlink NOMA system is incorporated with backscatter
device. Considering the high energy and spectral efficiency
performance of NOMA, ABsC, and full-duplex systems,
these technologies can make a natural alliance to address
the demands of future massive-IoT and cellular networks.
The two way communication in a full-duplex system
is accommodated within a single time-frequency resource,
while the interference is suppressed through different sig-
nal processing methods. Full-duplex BsC links are thor-
oughly studied and encouraged in the literature, see e.g.,
[140, 141]. A full-duplex backscatter system for wireless in-
formation and energy transfer is proposed in [140]. In [141],
simultaneous transmission of signals from primary cellular
system and receiving of backscatter signals to enhance the
overall system throughput is strongly encouraged.
e) Modulation, Transmission, and Detection in BsC:
The optimal setting for modulation and transmission
parameters to ensure accurate signal detection in BsC
systems is a challenging task, especially in ABsC systems.
This is because of the absence of any prior training/pilot
data availability for estimating the channel parameters,
as the ABsC systems utilize the signals from different un-
known sources. Another critical difficulty in the detection
of backscatter signals is its mixing with the direct signal
received from the primary sources; as the primary signal
causing interference is always stronger than the desired
backscatter signal. The inaccurate estimate of the channel
and high interference from the primary sources limit the
overall rate of the BsC link.
A new simple method of detection is proposed in [144],
where the on-off keying is used to modulate information
over spontaneous parametric down conversion based gen-
erated signals and the receiver exploits the non-classical
Hong-ou-Mandel effect. In [145], a theoretical model for
transmission and detection in ABsC systems is proposed
which adopts different encoding method at the tag-side
in order to avoid the need for estimating the chan-
nels. Moreover, analytical expressions to characterize the
minumum-BER and optimal threshold detection methods
are derived. Another learning based method which avoids
the need for estimating the CSI at the reader-side is
proposed in [146]. In [147], repeating structure and cyclic-
prefix of ambient OFDM signals are utilized to assist
in the cancellation of the interference from the primary
link. Moreover, the optimal detection threshold and power
order for the proposed system are also derived. The signal
detection in multi antenna devices based systems is more
challenging, as the number of channels to be estimated are
directly proportional to the number of antennas and only
a limited transmission can be supported due to the power
constraints on backscatter devices. A design for detector
and antenna selection for multiple antenna backscatter
devices is proposed in [148], which exploits blind channel
estimation methods.
Due to energy constraints and unavailability of active
signal source at backscatter nodes, the optimal decision of
the choice of modulation is a challenging task. The work
in [143] studies the extent of achievable data-rate and link-
distance for different modulation schemes in combination
with off-the-shelf hardware in BsC links. The performance
of On-Off Keying (OOK) and Frequency-Shift Keying
(FSK) for backscattering television broadcast signals and
a constant carrier signal is investigated. For the case of
backscattering the ambient television broadcast signals,
for these modulation schemes, the link-distance of over a
meter can be achieved with a maximum signal strength
of -70dBm. However, for the case of a direct constant
carrier signal, BsC over a link-distance of up to 225m
and 30m can be achieved in a line-of-sight (LoS) and
non-LoS (nLoS) environment, respectively. The two state
amplitude shift keying (ASK) or phase shift keying (PSK)
may help in more accurate detection of the symbols at the
receiver in high SNR conditions, but it imposes reduction
in the link data-rate. In [149], a high order PSK, i.e., M–
PSK modulation scheme is adopted for BsC links, and a
design for optimal multilevel energy detector is proposed.
Closed-form expression for symbol error rate (SER) is also
derived. Hardware prototype for 4–PSK ABsC systems
is designed, where it is shown to achieve a data rate of
20kbps. This high datarate is seen to be achievable for
98.7% of the time compared to the two-state modulations,
while to distinguishable symbols mean number is observed
to be 3.66.
In [150], a multiple frequency shift keying (MFSK)
modulation scheme for BsC links and corresponding max-
imum likelihood (ML) and direct energy detectors are
proposed. It is suggested that MFSK outperforms the
OOK modulation in terms of SER performance. Moreover,
the impact of the order of modulation on SER performance
is primarily dependant on the operating bit SNR, and
reducing the link-distance can help in minimizing the
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outage probability. An application of BsC for localization
in vehicular communication context is presented in [151],
where backscatter tags deployed along the vehicles’ routes
(roads, rail-track, etc) assist in the the localization oper-
ation. Moreover, a new waveform design named as “Joint
Frequency-and-Phase Modulation” is proposed to exploit
maximum degree-of-freedom of backscatter channel. The
frequency and phase are are proposed to be jointly mod-
ulated in order to estimate the distance and to facilitate
the differentiation operation (required for demodulation)
at the receiver, respectively.
The authors in [152] proposed 4-pulse amplitude modu-
lation (4-PAM) to represent the backscatter device infor-
mation over the ambient FM signal to be communicated
through the backscatter link. An ultra-low-power micro-
controller controlled single transistor RF front-end of the
tag. In an indoor environment, when the bit rate was taken
as 345bps, the power consumption of 27µW, the primary
source link was a real FM station at 34.5Km, the distance
of backscatter link was taken as 1m; the energy spent for
modulation was calculated to be 78.2 nJ/b. Moreover, for
a bit rate of 10.2 Kbps, the energy spent on modulation
was calculated to be 27.7 nJ/b.
B. Cooperative ABsC
Cooperative BsC is considered as a promising solu-
tion to the challenges in BsC limiting the detection and
transmission rate. In cooperative BsC, the primary signal
causing the interference in the backscatter signal can
jointly be decoded and removed from the received compos-
ite signal through the sharing of some prior information
between primary and backscatter transmissions. SR is an
emerging paradigm in which both the radio-spectrum and
radio-source are shared by the backscatter and primary
transmission devices. The transmitter of primary source
is particularly designed to assist the transmission of both
primary and backscatter device, and the primary receiver
is designed to assist detection and decoding of informa-
tion from both primary and backscatter device. In [21],
a multiple-input single-output (MISO) SR is proposed,
where beamforming optimization and achievable rates of
both primary and backscatter device are derived. The sym-
bol duration of backscatter transmission is suggested to be
devised as either the same or much longer than that of in
primary transmission, which leads to a parasitic or com-
mensal relationship between the backscatter and primary
transmissions. The appropriate designing of backscatter
symbol duration can significantly help in enabling the
opportunistic transmission for the backscatter link as well
as in enhancing the transmission rate of the primary link.
This enhancement is achieved through the exploitation of
the additional signal path from the backscatter link. In
[120], three transmission methods for cooperative BsCs
are proposed, and analysis for different fading conditions
is conducted. The authors in [121] proposed a spread
spectrum and spectrum share conception based model for
cooperative detection of signals and decoding of informa-
tion from the primary and backscatter devices. Maximum-
likelihood, linear detection, and successive interference
cancellation (SIC) methods are investigated. Detection
schemes for both frequency-flat and -selective channels are
proposed and closed-form analytical expressions for BER
are derived.
The authors in [122] study the challenges in resource
allocation in SR systems, where the fading imposed by the
wireless channels is also considered into the account. The
optimal setting of transmit power of primary transmission
and the reflection-coefficient of backscatter device is also
investigated in order to maximize the ergodic weighted
sum rate of both the links.
Full-duplexing in SR systems is studied in [123], where
a passive backscatter device is parasitic to primary trans-
mission. A multi-antenna primary transmission link broad-
casts common messages to both primary and backscatter
receivers, while it also supports passive BsC. The backscat-
ter device utilizes a fraction of the received power to
decode the common messages while it simultaneously uses
the remaining power to backscatter with its information
towards the primary receiver in a full-duplex fashion.
The conceivable rate of the full-duplex SR system with
both Gaussian and quadratural amplitude modulation
(QAM) schemes is also investigated. It is also established
that the full-duplex system outperforms the time-division-
multiplexing based half-duplex method.
C. Non-Coherent BsC
A thorough literature survey on non-coherent detection
and modulation schemes has been presented in Sec. III.
This subsection briefly revisits the concept and signifi-
cance of non-coherent detection in BsC systems. Both co-
herent and non-coherent BsC systems have been proposed
in the literature, see e.g., [205] and [168], respectively.
Acquiring the synchronized carrier signal and accurate
CSI in ABsC receivers for decoding information is a
challenging task, therefore amalgamation of non-coherent
detection with BsC is believed to have a strong potential.
In [168], the fundamentals of non-coherent detection in
ABsC systems are studied when no information of CSI
is available. A maximum likelihood detector and closed-
form expression for BER based outage probability of the
system are derived. In [137], a performance analysis of
coherent and non-coherent modulation methods used by
primary transmitter and tag, respectively, is presented for
cooperative multiple-access based ABsC systems. In [142],
a non-coherent energy detection based modulation scheme
for the BsC systems exploiting legacy OFDM signals is
proposed. Binary and higher-order modulation schemes
are investigated. Exact and approximate expressions for
the probability of error for the binary and M-ary cases
are derived. Based on conducted Monte-carlo simulations,
it has been established that the proposed non-coherent
method is superior to other BsC methods exploiting legacy
OFDM signals.
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D. Machine Learning for Detection in BsC
The machine learning (ML) methods have recently
gained notable attention from the research community as
an alternative to the conventional model-based algorithmic
solutions. The potential of ML methods in addressing var-
ious challenges in delivering beyond 5G wireless networks
is thoroughly studied in [4]. Numerous applications of ML
at different layers of wireless communications networks,
spanning from network layer management to autoencoding
of end-to-end systems, are highlighted. Given the availabil-
ity of sufficient data and computing capability, ML has a
recognized potential in the optimization of modulation,
transmission, and detection operations. High computa-
tional capability may not be available at Tag side of BsC
systems, however, it can be provided at the receiver side
for detection of primary and backscatter signals. A label-
assisted transmission framework is developed in [146], in
which two known labels are transmitted from the tag
before sending the actual information. An algorithm for
expectation maximization of the corresponding received
label signals at the reader is proposed. As the scope of
machine learning methods for clustering and detecting
operations is well established, the work in [146] performs
the signal detection through the learning and classification
of labels’ constellation into clusters and categories. An
unsupervised learning-based signal detection method for
ABsC systems is proposed in [169], which learns the behav-
ior of the received signal through clustering the received
symbols into different groups. Due to the spectrum sharing
nature and the difficulties associated with the channel
estimation in ABsC systems, ML has a strong potential
in interference suppression and signal detection.
E. Radio Spectrum for BsC
The ultra-high capacity and energy efficiency demands
of communication networks has led to the exploration of
the frequency spectrum beyond the microwave band. The
3GPP Release-15 has introduced the mmWave communi-
cations as a key technology for 5G wireless networks [225].
The ongoing thorough research work on the frequency
spectrum beyond the mmWave bands makes the adoption
of such bands (some) in future generation of communi-
cation networks highly likely, i.e., 6G and Beyond. For
example, the researchers around the globe have started
exploring and characterizing the mmWave, sub-TeraHz,
Tera-Hz, visible light, and laser bands for their applica-
tions in communication networks, see e.g., [173, 174, 226].
Some example research articles on BsCs characterized into
different frequency spectrum ranges are indicated in Fig.
4. Some salient radio channel characteristics associated to
frequency ranges are also indicated in the figure.
The design of BsC systems for the microwave frequency
bands may be favorable because of the low losses in the
active components and transmission lines. However, along
with the advantage of large bandwidth offered by the
higher frequency bands, these bands also offer the minia-
turized design of high-gain antennas elements and antenna
arrays. This advantage has the potential to enable the inte-
gration of antenna-arrays into various portable and sensing
devices. This opportunity can open various new horizons
of applications and services through joint exploitation of
spatio-temporal statistics of the radio propagation envi-
ronments for optimal service to the massive number of
communicating nodes in an ultra densely connected world
of the future. The behavior of radio propagation channels
at higher frequency bands compared to the conventional
microwave band is vastly different in terms of the pathloss,
shadowing, specular reflections, and multipath scattering
phenomena. Moreover, the mobility of communicating
nodes in vehicular communication environements at such
high-frequency bands imposes a large Doppler shift, which
is because of the carrier frequency being a linear scaling
factor in equating the Doppler shift. In a multipath prop-
agation environment, this high Doppler shift associated
with each multipath leads to a high Doppler spread, which
further leads to a reduced coherence-time causing very
rapid fluctuations in the envelopes. Therefore, the accurate
characterization of the fading statistics of the radio prop-
agation channels at mmWave, sub-TeraHz, and TeraHz
bands is of vital importance in optimal exploitation of the
radio channels and designing of the antenna systems for
BsC systems [175].
The conventional ultra high frequency (UHF) based
RFID concept is extended to mmWave based identification
concept in [176]; where the advantages and limitations
of the system are also highlighted. The feasibility of the
mmWave based identification concept for 60GHz based
downlink and backscatter-uplink is studied, where various
applications of the idea are also suggested. A 60GHz
based semi-passive design for tags identification in high
data rate applications is proposed in [177], where an SNR
of over 20dB for a link-distance of 30cm is observed.
In [178], the scope of utilizing highly directive mmWave
communication links for passive RFID based BsC is inves-
tigated. For the considered setup, it is suggested that the
identification and localization of tags can be performed
with reasonable accuracy at the 60GHz band by only
utilizing a single reader. The energy requirements in the
proposed setup for identification and localization of tags at
60GHz are observed to be less stringent compared to the
microwave band. A high-speed backscatter transmitter for
the 24GHz band is presented in [179] for RF sensing and
multi-gigabit communications. The design is implemented
through inkjet printing on flexible substrates that can be
easily integrated into different devices, e.g., IoT, wearable,
etc. The design is capable of sensing the deviation of up
to 4GHz in the carrier frequency. The energy consumption
of transmission is recorded as 0.15 pJ/b at the communi-
cation speed of 4 Gb/s. A receiver design for 77GHz band
for identification systems is presented in [180].
Researchers have recently begun to explore a few fre-
quency bands beyond the mmWave range to establish
their characteristics and usability in different communi-
cation applications for meeting the anticipated enormous
capacity and energy efficiency demands in 6G and be-
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Fig. 4. Classification of notable literature w.r.t. utilized frequency spectrum.
yond communication networks. The propagation behavior
at sub-teraHz and teraHz band being vastly different
from the microwave band, the scattering behavior of 100
GHz, 160 GHz, 240 GHz, and 1.55 THz for different
materials (metallic, homogeneous dielectric, and inhomo-
geneous dielectric surfaces) is investigated in [173]. The
co-polarization backscattering coefficient in an indoor en-
vironment is analyzed for different elevation angles (5 to 75
degrees). Another study on the backscattering behavior of
different teraHz and laser bands for different materials is
presented in [174]. These investigations provides a detailed
insight into the coherent and noncoherent surface and
volumetric scattering behavior of different types of ma-
terials at sub-teraHz, teraHZ, and laser bands, which is of
high significance in designing communication systems and
integrated circuits for teraHz and sub-teraHz applications.
A through survey on design aspects for wireless power
transfer via mmWave and sub-teraHz wave is provided
in [181], where 303 GHz is the highest examined fre-
quency band. Rectenna design aspects for wireless power
transfer via mmWave and sub-terHz is investigated. The
DC output power and the RF-DC conversion efficiency
associated with 303GHz band was found to be 17.1 mW
and 2.17%, respectively. It is suggested that thorough
research work on the development of efficient and high-
breakdown voltage diodes (e.g., GaN diodes) is of vital
need to improve the efficiency of wireless power transfer at
sub-teraHz bands. Several examples of the chipless RFID
concept extended to THz frequency bands, also refereed
as teraHz identification (THID) and RF bar codes, are
reported in the literature, see e.g., [221–224]. Such low-cost
substrate and all-passive structure based tags with added
sensing capability operating at teraHz bands can play a
vital role in the evolution of IoT paradigm for achieving
the goal of green- and automated-World.
F. BsC Application Scenarios
BsC is a new paradigm for enabling massive connectivity
in the future wireless networks with stringent spectrum
and energy efficiency requirements. Various applications of
BsC are reported in the literature from enabling battery-
free ad-hoc wireless networks to the assistance in cognitive
radios. Massive-IoT and bio-medical communications are
among the most promising applications of BsCs. This
subsection briefly discusses the recent developments and
applications of BsC in enabling beyond 5G and 6G wireless
networks.
a) Massive-IoT: Ensuring uninterrupted power sup-
ply to a huge number of small devices in a massive-IoT
network is a challenging task. The provision of power
through batteries to these wireless devices has associated
tedious tasks of recharging, replacing, and maintaining
the batteries. ABsC has recently emerged as a promising
technology to realize the ambition of battery-less passive
devices operating in massive-IoT networks. The authors in
[20] conducted a survey on the different types of ambient
RF signals and different bands of frequencies that can
be utilized as sources of energy to energize the passive
IoT devices. Maintaining a desirable balance between
wireless energy and information transfer is another area
of research.
The inherent sparsity in ambient energy harvesting
supported BsC signals can be exploited to design sparse
codes for non-orthogonal signaling and detection. In
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[185], a sparse-coded ABsC based non-orthogonal sig-
naling method is proposed to assist NOMA and M-ary
modulation with an extra degree of diversity for coopera-
tive backscatter transmissions. Moreover, dyadic message
passing and channel estimation algorithms are proposed.
The benefits offered by backscatter wireless commu-
nication links at the physical layer can be extended to
design the optimal higher layers operations for future
IoT networks. In [186], a medium access control (MAC)
protocol to support BsC enabled IoT networks in the co-
existence of a primary Wi-Fi network is proposed. The Wi-
Fi access links are designed to operate in full-duplex while
the backscatter devices operate in a half-duplex fashion.
New control frames to provide the necessary support in
the protocol at Wi-Fi access points (APs) are introduced
for enabling the suppression of uplink transmission while
simultaneously transmitting the downlink data for BsC
links. The mean of overhead time and downlink utilization
factor are reported to be 121 µs and 80%, respectively. The
average network throughput is said to be 63.5 Mbps and
59 Mbps for data delivery frequency of 2 and 8 times per
backscatter-nodes, respectively. These observations are ob-
tained for the setup containing 30 backscatter- and 30 Wi-
Fi client-nodes; while the average throughput performance
is observed to degrade with an increase in the number of
backscatter-nodes.
The minimum power required as input for performing
the sensing operations was reported to be -18dBm for
ambient RF energy harvesting sensing and communica-
tion platform developed in [187]. A high sensitivity RF
harvester with 6dBi receive antenna was shown to operate
up to a distance of 10.4 km and 200m over 1 MW
UHF television broadcast transmitter and a cellular BS
transceiver, respectively.
BsC holds various attractive applications in the au-
tomation of homes, offices, and industries, etc. The low
manufacturing cost of backscatter nodes facilitates in
maintaining the deployment cost to minimal for the ap-
plication scenarios involving a massive number of nodes,
e.g., in industrial automation. Logistics management is
another attractive application of massive-IoT where both
non-coherent and BsC offer various fundamental advan-
tages in designing of their communication system,i.e., low
power consumption, spectrum sharing, and low device
cost capabilities. The deployment of BsC in automation
and logistics can assist in reducing the operational costs,
improving the production quality, and accelerating the
production process [115].
b) Biomedical Communications: The on-body and in-
body wireless devices are usually constrained with limited
power and bandwidth resources. Among many attractive
applications of BsC, reinvigorating the healthcare systems
is a notable application. The need for enabling batteryless
communications with on-body and in-body sensors and
small embedded devices makes the BsC an important
candidate technology. The feasibility of on-body (Human)
BsC for 900 MHz and 2.45G Hz bands is studied in
[188, 189]. Realistic on-body channel measurements are
conducted, which the channel response is utilized to study
the sufficiency of available power for reliable BsC. Out-
age analysis for forward and BsC links is conducted,
where the BsC is seen to demonstrate robust perfor-
mance for 900 MHz monopole antenna configuration. In
jameel2019applications, BsC for healthcare applications
are reviewed. Measurements campaign for BsC at 590
MHz in different indoor radio propagation environments
is conducted, where the link budget results are seen as
promising for healthcare networks. In [190], an ultra-low-
power biomedical telemetry system that exploits near- and
far-field propagation through modulated BsCs is proposed.
An example of far-field telemetry for EMG/neural signals
of flying dragonflies through multiple channels by a device
of mass 38mg, at a range of 5m, and a data rate of 5 Mbps
is demonstrated. Another example of near-field telemetry
for sensors implants in mice with an implant depth of 6cm
and data rate of 30 Mbps is shown. The animal-side device
power cost for dragonfly and mice examples is claimed
to be 4.9 pJ/b and 16.4 pJ/b, respectively. In [191], a
taxonomy of applications of BsC in healthcare systems
is presented, viz: patients’ registration, monitoring and
evolution of body conditions, routine health monitoring,
patients’ lab data analysis, to name a few. A comparison of
different technologies (e.g., Zigbee, Bluetooth, Rubee, etc.)
with BsC in healthcare applicability context is presented.
The impact of variations in different network parameters
on the performance of BsC based healthcare systems is
presented, where the link-budget based analysis estab-
lished BsC a promising solution for indoor healthcare
applications.
c) Decision Fusion: BsC based decision fusion is
another potential application of BsC. Decision fusion is
a type of data fusion in which the decisions from multi-
ple classifiers are combined to make a common decision
about the activity under investigation. In [192], the single
antenna backscatter devices perform decision fusion in a
multiple-access scenario over fading wireless channels with
multiple-antennas employed at the fusion-center reader.
A set of fusion rules for the fusion-center reader are
derived and computer simulations based investigations are
conducted.
d) D2D and Cooperative Communications: Device-
to-device (D2D) communications is believed to have a
strong potential in offering various types of assistance
to the central cellular network, e.g., coverage extension,
spectral efficiency, etc. D2D communication can be seen
as an active application scenario for BsC. In [119], a
cooperative communication application for BsC assisted
relaying is studied. A wirelessly powered two user com-
munication network is considered, in which a hybrid ac-
cess point broadcasts wireless energy. The user with a
stronger channel helps the user with the weaker channel by
harvesting energy and receiving the information from the
backscatter channel in return during the wireless energy
transfer phase. The multi-objective optimization problem
of time-slot and power allocation for joint energy and
information transmissions is also investigated. In joint
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relaying of information and energy, BsC can make a robust
application for overall enhancement of energy and spectral
efficiency in D2D and cooperative communication context.
e) UAV-Assisted BsC: The integration of BsC with
UAVs assisted networks is an interesting emerging applica-
tion. In [170], a UAV powered BsC network is proposed.
The ground backscatter devices are illuminated through
ground carrier sources, while the devices backscatter the
signal with modulated information towards a flying UAV
in a TDMA fashion. Subject to throughput and other
important system constraints, the joint optimization of
backscatter devices scheduling, backscatter reflection coef-
ficient, UAV trajectory, and carrier sources transmit power
is performed to counter the critical issue of overall energy
efficiency. A communicate-while-fly method is proposed,
which is shown to provide significant gain in overall en-
ergy efficiency compared to the benchmark hover-and-fly
method.
f) Cognitive BsC Networks: Cognitive radio is one
of the potential technologies to resolve the congestion of
spectrum in future massively connected networks. In cog-
nitive radio, the available radio channels are intelligently
and adaptively detected and utilized to improve the radio
operating behavior and spectral efficiency. Investigating
the scope of BsC in assisting cognitive networks is an
emerging research direction. In [195], a BsC-assisted RF-
powered cognitive network is investigated. The selection of
access points and services in the network is studied by for-
mulating an evolutionary game. Based on the requirements
of the use, an algorithm for performing the secondary
transmissions by acting as players and adjusting the selec-
tions of access points is proposed. In [141], a full-duplex
ABsC links based cognitive network is studied. In the
considered setup, the primary cellular network is underlaid
by ABsC network, where the access points can perform
primary transmission full-duplexed with the backscatter
receiving. An iterative method exploiting the block co-
ordinated decent is proposed for throughput maximiza-
tion, which conducts the tweaking of reflection-coefficient,
transmit-power, and time-schedule parameters. Moreover,
the time-scheduling and the joint reflection-coefficient and
transmit-power adjustment problems, convex and a se-
quence of convex optimization problems are formulated,
respectively. The proposed system setting is established
to increase the system throughput with a fast convergence
rate significantly.
G. Quantum Backscatter Communications (QBsC)
Quantum radars are based on Quantum entanglement
concept which are usually used for remote sensing applica-
tions [4]. S. Lloyd in 2008 introduced the Quantum Illumi-
nation (QI) concept [227], which is photonic quantum sens-
ing method for enhancing the detection sensitivity in noisy
and lossy environments. A particular target region con-
taining bright thermal-noise can be illuminated through
an optical transmitter, from where, the light received in
return can be utilized to determine the absence or presence
of the target objects (with low-reflectivity) in the region. In
QI concept a quantum illumination transmitter is utilized.
A signal with a plurality of entangled particles can be pro-
duced through an entangled quantum particle generator
[228]. Subsequently, the signals returned from the target
region can be processed to characterize the target by using
the information of entangled particles. The propagating
quantum states of light can be displaced to generate
entanglement for facilitating quantum communications. In
[229], it is established that the entanglement generated
through the displaced squeezed states remain constant
over a wide range of displacement power. Moreover, it is
demonstrated that there is no degradation of the squeez-
ing level in the reconstruction of quantum states even
for the displacements of strong amplitudes. Two-mode
squeezing is an exciting model of quantum entanglement
for applications in quantum communications. In [230], a
theoretical model on the dephasing process of quantum
cross-correlations in continuous variable propagating two-
mode squeezed microwave states is proposed. Moreover,
insight into finite-time entanglement theory and its lim-
its are provided. In [231], a performance comparison of
the systems using quantum illumination transmitter and
coherent-state transmitter is presented. Through the op-
timum joint measurements on the received light from the
target illuminated region and the retained Joint Sponta-
neous Parametric Downconversion (SPDC) idler beam, the
quantum illumination transmitter is observed to provide
a 6dB gain in the detection error probability exponent
compared to the coherent-state transmitter. Moreover,
this advantage accrues despite there is an absence of entan-
glement between the light collected from the illuminated
region and retained idler beam. This QI concept lead to
the development of a prototype for quantum radars in 2015
[232]. Later, the use of QI technology for BsC was proposed
in 2017 in [153].
In QBsC, a pair of entangled photons is generated by
the transmitter, while only a single photon is transmitted
and idler photon is retained at the receiver. One of the
primary research challenges in QBsC, which requires the
attention of research community, is the designing of ef-
fective and fast generation of entangled photons. The use
of multi-antennas for encountering the problem of slow
rate of generation of entangled modes in microwave band
is also suggested in [153]. In [154], a distributed design
for synthetically increasing the distinguishable effective
entangled modes is proposed. Detection of single-photon
is a vital step in quantum systems (e.g., for sensing,
information processing, communications, etc) in both op-
tical and microwave domains. The single-photon detection
in the microwave domain is a particularly challenging
task, as the energy of quanta in the microwave domain
is usually 4 to 5 orders less than the optical domain
[155]. An impedance-matched single microwave photon
detection implementation for the propagation of photons
through a waveguide is demonstrated in [155], where the
detection efficiency of 0.66 ± 0.06 with a reset time of
∼ 400ns is achieved. In [156], the QI concept based novel
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QBsC protocol is proposed. The proposed QBsC protocol,
using the sum-frequency-generation receiver design, has
shown a gain of 6dB, 6dB, and 3dB in the error exponent
over its conventional counterparts for Pulse Amplitude
Modulation (PAM), binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK),
and Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), respectively.
The Quantum BsC (QBsC) concept has a strong potential
in increasing the receiver sensitivity beyond the conceive
able range of classical BsC systems.
H. Reconfigurable Large Intelligent Surfaces
The evolution in wireless networks is steering towards
the paradigm of designing everything as reconfigurable
through software definition. The applications of such re-
configurability include software-defined (SD) fluid anten-
nas, LISs, etc. The concept of SD RLISs helps in con-
trolling the behavior of radio propagation channels and
thus achieving the optimal trade-off between different
performance indicators, e.g., energy efficiency, coverage,
reliability, speed etc. This technique exploits the low-
cost passive reflectors (EM materials) as coated over the
surface of different environmental objects implemented
over a large-scale. These surfaces coated with runtime
programmable integrated electronic circuits manipulate
the phase and/or amplitude shifts associated with each
occurring physical phenomenon (e.g., reflection, refraction,
scattering etc) during the radio propagation in order to
achieve an overall desirable response from the wireless
channel. The RLISs is also an attractive technology for
amplifying-and-forwarding of the incoming signals through
manipulations of suitable phase-shifts and without involv-
ing any power amplifiers. Moreover, through the assistance
of RLISs in other attractive enabling technologies (e.g.,
cell-free massive-MIMO, mmWave, tiny-cells, etc) the in-
terference aggravated from the ultra-dense deployment
of access points and user nodes can also be effectively
minimized. This new revolutionary technology has im-
mense potential in achieving many-fold performance gains
along with enabling massive connectivity in beyond 5G
communication networks.
In [22], an LISs based design for optimization of energy
and spectral efficiency through tweaking of transmit power
and coefficients of reflecting elements for multi-user multi-
antenna communications is proposed. Gradient descent
and fractional programming based methods are offered for
optimizing LIS phase-shifts and transmit power, respec-
tively. The conducted simulation analysis indicates that a
gain of 300% in energy-efficiency can be achieved through
the exploitation of LISs in realistic outdoor environments
compared to conventional relay-assisted systems. In [233],
the concept of an indoor intelligent wall is introduced. The
wall is an autonomous part of a cognitive network with a
machine learning-enabled cognitive engine. The surface of
the wall is designed as an active frequency-selective surface
and it is equipped with low-cost sensors. Such a system is
seen to influence the overall system performance by intelli-
gently responding to the immediate demands of the indoor
wireless networks and controlling the radio coverage. The
applications of such indoor intelligent walls include confer-
ence rooms, class room, corridors, etc. A comprehensive
review of RILS technology is provided in [234], where
its applications in wireless communications along with
hardware architectures and signal model are discussed. A
comparative analysis is also conducted to demonstrate the
advantages of RLISs over its counterparts. Moreover, the
critical design and development challenges in the imple-
mentation of RLISs are indicated. Numerical analysis for
gauging the performance of the proposed RLIS system in
creating hotspots and interference-free zones is conducted.
It has been demonstrated that the RLIS scheme, compared
to the conventional methods, can substantially reduce
the interference power by solely manipulating the RLISs
phase-shifts. Moreover, it is also demonstrated that co-
channel interference can also be effectively suppressed, pri-
marily when the transmit/receive antennas are sufficiently
large. A large number of antennas provide an additional
degree of amplitude control, which further helps the RLISs
to impose interference cancellation signals at the users and
to achieve virtual interference-free zones.
V. Proposed Framework, Open Challenges, and
Potential Directions
This section proposes a framework for delivering the
anticipated ultra massive connectivity requirements for e-
mMTC services in 6G wireless networks. Based on the dis-
cussions provided in the preceding sections, non-coherent
and BsC are motivated as the primary enablers for such
services in 6G networks. Subsequently, the associated open
research challenges within this framework are identified,
and future research directions are discussed.
This section proposes a framework for delivering the
anticipated ultra massive connectivity requirements for e-
mMTC services in 6G wireless networks. Based on the dis-
cussions provided in the preceding sections, non-coherent
and BsC are motivated as the primary enablers for such
services in 6G networks. Subsequently, the associated open
research challenges within this framework are identified,
and future research directions are discussed. 6G wireless
networks will require new technological revolutions along
with the evolution of existing technologies to support the
demands of future applications and use-cases. Alongside,
a massive increase in the number of connected devices
is also forecasted, which will require a rethinking of the
transceiver design and air-interface to enable the optimiza-
tion of energy-, spectrum-, and cost-efficiency. Further-
more, to facilitate the successful progression of different 5G
service types (i.e., mMTC, URLLC, and e-MBB) towards
enhanced services (e.g., e-mMTC, e-URLLC, and se-MBB)
in 6G wireless networks is a crucial emerging challenge.
Subsequently, a revolution in the devices-types is also con-
templated, which may emerge with the advent in extended
network services, e.g., robot-human interaction devices
and body implants, etc. From experience learned from the
development of 5G, it can be established that not a single
technology can standalone promise the delivery of all the
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Fig. 5. Applications and use cases of the proposed framework for massive connectivity in B5G/6G wireless networks.
anticipated dynamic services of future wireless networks,
and the solution lies in the appropriate amalgamation
of multiple technologies. This paper proposes to jointly
exploit the paradigms of backscatter and non-coherent
communications for enabling ultra massive connectivity
required in e-mMTC services in 6G wireless networks, e.g.,
for massive-IoT applications, etc. Fig. 5 illustrates a con-
templative scenario of envisioned future wireless networks.
Various configurations of BsC, WSNs, massive-IoT, VLC,
LIS, multi-antenna systems, UAVs-assisted networks, and
airborne internet use-cases are highlighted in the figure.
Notably, the application scenarios of e-mMTC services,
where backscatter and non-coherent communication tech-
niques can take a primary role, are highlighted, e.g., indus-
tries, homes, offices, public services, warehouses, parking
spaces, and agricultural sites automation – to name a
few. The scope of the proposed framework for healthcare
services is demonstrated in Fig. 6.
The battery-less nodes with only a sub-milliWatt of
power consumption in the BsC systems make it a strong
candidate for the provision of connectivity to a massive
number of devices (passive) in the future networks. The
critical requirement of acquiring precise channel knowl-
edge and phase estimate at the network nodes in such
ultra-massively connected future networks, especially for
less-privileged devices (in terms of computation, energy,
etc.), will be a challenging issue. Since non-coherent de-
tection schemes do not require phase or channel state
information, they can be considered as a potential enabler
in such scenarios. Furthermore, non-coherent communi-
cation and BsC together can serve the optimization of
resources (power, spectrum, cost, etc.), enhancement in
the delivery of different service types, and efficient design-
ing of different types of network devices. The scope of
BsC and non-coherent communications for these aspects is
summarized in Table IV. The open research challenges and
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TABLE IV
The scope of non-coherent communications, BsC, non-coherent BsC, and LIS for performance optimization, services
delivery, and different types of device nodes in beyond 5G and 6G communication networks.
6G Networks: Do-
mains of Require-
ments
Parameters Scope of Reviewed and Associated Technologies
(categorized as Primary, Partial, or Marginal)
Non-Coherent BsC Non-Coherent BsC
Optimization
Energy Marginal Primary Primary
Spectrum Marginal Primary Primary
Cost Primary Primary Marginal
Service types
e-mMTC Primary Primary Primary
e-URLLC Marginal Marginal Marginal
se-MBB Marginal Partial Partial
Devices
Smart-phones, Laptops, com-
puters, etc
Partial Partial Partial
Sensors, IoT devices, etc) Primary Primary Primary
Drones (UAVs, HAP, LAP,
etc)
Partial Primary Primary
Body implant, skin patch, tex-
tile integration, human-robot
interface devices, etc
Primary Primary Primary
some future recommendations related to different features
of non-coherent green radio for 6G wireless networks are
thoroughly discussed in the following subsections.
A. Multi-antenna Systems
Large-scale multi-antenna systems are regarded as one
of the revolutionary technologies offered in 5G networks.
These systems has a recognized role in providing the
capability and support for all the three basic types of
5G services (i.e., eMBB, URRLLC and mMTC). The
multiplexing of multiple users can help in achieving high
spectral efficiency for the eMBB services. Channel hard-
ening through increase in the number of antennas helps in
reducing the small-scale fading severity making the links
more reliable for achieving low-latency for URLLC ser-
vices. Directed radiations help in extending the coverage
and making the communication power efficient to support
mMTC services.
In large-scale multi-antenna systems, owing to time
reciprocity property of the channels, TDD operation helps
in relaxing the burden of estimation task as limited to only
uplink channels. Therefore, it relieves the user-side from
the task of channel estimation. Moreover, it also eliminates
the dependency of number of channels to be estimated
from the number of antennas deployed at the BS. Along
with these advantages offered by the TDD operation, time
available for uplink data, downlink data, and pilot trans-
mission gets limited by the channel coherence time. This
limited time further imposes reduced number of available
orthogonal pilots causing pilot contamination leading to
inaccurate estimate of the CSI [235]. In high mobility
conditions, further reduced channel coherence time further
elevates the severity of pilot contamination problem. In
such scenarios, unavailability of accurate CSI estimate
makes the non-coherent signal processing methods as a
suitable choice.
Due to asymptotic feature of large-scale multi-antenna
receiver design, noise hardening makes the noise behaviour
as predictable. Alongside, for such multi-antenna sys-
tems with large number of antenna elements, the channel
hardening makes the system robust to inaccurate CSI.
Coherent signal processing for multi-antenna receiver can
be applied for low-mobility and high SNR conditions, while
non-coherent signal processing is suitable for high-mobility
and low SNR conditions.
Multi-antenna splitting receiver : By utilizing the bene-
fits of joint coherent and non-coherent processing as de-
picted in [106], it is an important future research direction
to investigate multi-antenna splitting receiver for mMIMO
systems. Furthermore, future research in this direction
should investigate suitable constellation design and coding
methods to facilitate the implementation of splitting re-
ceiver in future Beyond 5G non-coherent wireless systems.
Energy-efficient communications along with reducing
the network operational cost also helps in achieving the
goal of minimal carbon emissions. To this end, Massive
MIMO is regarded as one of the prime 5G technologies
which contribute to achieve higher energy efficiency. The
anticipated more aggressive throughput and capacity de-
mands in beyond 5G era will require a matching increase
in energy efficiency of the communication techniques, i.e.,
ensuring the delivery of high capacity and throughput
demands with a reduced transmissions power level. Multi-
antenna systems along with BsC and large reflective
surfaces (LRS) have a strong potential to meet these
energy-efficiency demands. For example, directed energy
radiations can be leveraged through mMIMO systems to
power the massive number of passive (backscatter) devices
while LRS can create favourable and energy-efficient prop-
agation conditions.
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B. Localization and Tracking
The awareness of nodes location in a wireless commu-
nication network has received a great interest in various
application scenarios in order to improve the performance
of wireless links and enable new types of services. Some
examples in this regard include navigation services for
robots and channel capacity enhancement in mmWave
communications by steering the beams and nulls towards
the desired and interference directions, respectively. Fur-
thermore, various new unique demands and applications of
tracking are also emerging in which accurate localization
is of prime importance, such as tracking of wallet, keys,
files, tools and pills box.
Moreover, appending battery-free tags to such objects
and their localization through existing infrastructure is a
challenging task and it is an emerging area of research. The
distance of tags can be estimated on the basis of received
backscattered power (e.g., WiFi access point), and by
manipulating phase difference in multi-antenna systems,
the angle-of-arrival (AoA) can also be estimated. Whereas,
the estimation of power, AoA, and other channel indicators
is not a straight forward task. Exploiting the estimated
distance and angle information and by simultaneously us-
ing multiple serving stations, various localization methods
can be employed to estimate the spatial position of tags,
e.g., triangulation method, ellipsoidal method, etc. For
example, by utilizing the triangulation method in WiFi
network setup, a strong potential has been demonstrated
through an achieved median localization error of about
0.92m and 1.48m in LoS and non-LoS propagation scenar-
ios [196].
Non-coherent localization and radar system design is
believed to have a strong potential in reducing the cost and
complexity of the system. Non-coherent signal processing,
though sub-optimal, only involves the processing of signal
envelope and avoids the use of any phase information
which in turn has various practical advantages over the
coherent processing. One of the prime advantages is the
substantial relaxation in the dependence of localization
algorithm on the radar’s position. The other associated
advantages include the reduction in cost and complexity
of the system.
In non-LoS conditions (e.g., sensing through the wall),
the detection and localization of objects (especially, multi-
ple objects) is another prime area of research, where non-
coherent signal processing has been throughly studied in
the literature. In [236], a trilateration based non-coherent
radar system for localization of multiple objects behind a
wall is proposed. Three independent measurement points
employing monostatic radar units (with various possible
observation and inter-element distances settings) are used
and time-of-arrival (no phase coherence required) infor-
mation obtained at the points is exploited to localize the
target object. In [197], it has been established that a non-
coherent multi-antenna radar with widely spaced antenna
elements at both the nodes can achieve a significantly
higher localization and tracking accuracy as compared to
Fig. 6. Application of proposed framework for health monitoring and
services.
that of monostatic phased array radar.
C. Biomedical Applications
The globally increasing population, shortage of health-
care facilities, high cost of healthcare services, and rising
chronic diseases demand a thorough revolutionization of
healthcare practices. Recently, IoT-assisted solutions to
these challenges have received notable attention. IoT-
devices, which are tiny-sized and rely only on passive
RF components, can be considered as best suitable for
deploying in different biomedical applications, as there
is no significant disadvantage on the subjects or organs
being monitored. In this context, the role of IoT-assisted
technologies has already emerged as dominant as cutting
edge transformative frameworks to healthcare services.
Molecular communications is an emerging branch of
communications for nano-scale applications in which infor-
mation is transmitted by embedding information data into
the physical and chemical features of molecular messengers
[193]. The nature of molecular communication channels is
more stochastic as compared to other wireless channels
since the Channel State Information (CSI) of a molecular
system relies on a number of parameters including the
flow velocity, distance between receiver and transmitter,
diffusion coefficient of information molecules and enzyme
concentration [76, 193]. Due to this, it is crucial to repeat-
edly track the CSI variations in the molecular channels,
and coherent detection techniques are suitable only for
the cases where the channel remains almost completely
invariant between two consecutive training intervals, do
not seem attractive for molecular communications. Thus,
it is highly important to investigate novel low-complexity
non-coherent detection techniques for molecular commu-
nications, which do not need the knowledge of CSI and
provide negligible inter-symbol interference.
BsC devices being completely battery-less are consid-
ered as highly suitable for different in-body communica-
tion applications [194]. Illustration of BsC based health
monitoring and services is shown in Fig. 6. However, there
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Fig. 7. Example of backscatter indoor and outdoor VLC communi-
cation applications.
are various challenges associated with the application of
BsC for in-body communications, e.g., the interference sig-
nals received as scattered from skin and other body tissues
at a magnitude stronger than the desired backscattered
information signal. Furthermore, as discussed before, the
in-body electrical and propagation characteristics of sig-
nals are significantly different from those which are (well-
established) for air and other mediums. Consequently,
coherent modulation and detection schemes for in-body
BsC may not be suitable applications. Therefore, it is
envisaged that the joint exploitation of the concepts of
battery-less and CSI-free backscatter non-coherent com-
munications for embedding, transmitting/backscattering,
and decoding information through molecular signals can
be seen as a potential enabler for various micro- and
nano-scale in-body communication applications in 6G and
beyond wireless networks.
D. Visible Light Communications (VLC)
To meet the capacity demands of the future wireless net-
works, Visible Light Communications (VLCs) has recently
received a great deal of interest from the research commu-
nity. Example of indoor and outdoor VLC communication
applications are illustrated in Fig. 7. A light emitting
source along with the provision of light to the users can
also extend the provisions of information exchange over
the visible spectrum. This can help in relaxing the scarcity
of radio spectrum resources. Alongside, it also offers the
advantages of high information rate, no health hazards,
and low power requirements.
Radio BsC has become a viable concept for enabling
wireless connectivity to battery-less nodes (e.g., for IoT
devices, etc). Similarly, backscattering of visible light
has also been demonstrated as a potential foundation
for enabling battery-less communications in the visible
spectrum. In [182], visible light BsC (VLBsC) is proposed
as a potential wireless access technology for enabling
connectivity of IoT devices. In [183], a practical VLBsC
system is proposed for IoT applications. The proposed
passive VLBsC system is implemented and evaluated,
where it is demonstrated to achieve up to 1 Kbps of
speed. Furthermore, it is established that the VLBsC
is robust to ambient light conditions and is flexible to
Fig. 8. Acoustics underwater BsCs.
operate in different tag orientations. In the light of these
demonstrated strong capabilities of VLBsC system, it can
be seen as a potential enabler for massive-IoT applications
in B5G and 6G wireless networks.
The fluctuations in the amplitude of the light signal with
respect to the information signal at a rapid fluctuation
rate enable the transmission of information through visi-
ble light spectrum without causing any observable light
fluctuation to a human eye. Non-coherent detection of
information from such amplitude modulated light signals
is the a natural and practice detection solution. In this
regard, VLC is also refereed to as non-coherent form of
communications [237]. Also, Optical Discrete Multi-Tone
(ODMT) modulation is regarded as a state-of-the-art non-
coherent modulation scheme for VLC [238]. The ODMT
concept for a multiple transmitter VLC environment is
studied in [238].
The aforementioned discussion asserts that non-
coherent BsVLC can be viewed as a potential enabler for
massive-IoT in 6G and beyond wireless networks.
E. Acoustic Underwater Communications
Enabling BsC for underwater communication networks
is an important research topic to eliminate the need of bat-
tery for underwater nodes (e.g., sensors). The underwater
applications of BsC include long-term battery free WSNs
for sensing sea conditions, for investigating habitat and
migration patterns of marine-animals, military applica-
tions, etc. Typically, Underwater communication relies on
acoustic communications (e.g., SONAR for submarines),
which is mainly due to highly unfavorable propagation
conditions for radio signals in the sea water. The need
for battery-less wireless communication and limitation of
relying on acoustic communications necessitates the need
for exploring Acoustic BsC (AcBsC).
In [184], piezoelectric effect of materials is exploited to
enable AcBsC. Piezoelectric ability of certain solid mate-
rials is usually utilized to produce electricity in response
to an applied mechanical stress. This idea is exploited by
utilizing the pressure of acoustic waves to induce strain on
solid piezoelectric material to transform it into voltage. A
throughput of 3kbps for a range of up to 10m is demon-
strated for the designed AcBsC systems. Considering the
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potential and application significance of AcBsC, it can be
regarded as an important future research direction.
The fast time-variability in the underwater acoustic
channels statistics, which makes the robust phase tracking
a difficult task. Therefore, non-coherent schemes for such
channels are regarded as suitable choice. In [239], a non-
coherent scheme for underwater acoustic communications
is studied to improve energy-efficiency and link-reliability
by keep the bandwidth consumption same. In [240], chan-
nel characteristics for underwater acoustic non-coherent
communications (in adverse conditions) is modeled as a
phase-random Rayleigh fading channel and its capacity
trend is determined. To achieve the channel capacity
trend, the concatenated code of the nonbinary Low-density
parity-check code (LDPC) and the constant weight code
is suggested for such non-coherent channels. Experimental
investigations for deep-oceanic (5km) and shallow-lake
(3km, with 50ms delay-spread) channels are also con-
ducted over a 6kHz bandwidth. A promising performance
of proposed non-coherent scheme is observed for SNR
conditions as low as 2dB. OOK and MFSK and are two
typical non-coherent modulation schemes. In [241], OOK
for seafloor acoustic observation networks is studied, where
based on the conducted simulations and experimental
results, non-coherent acoustic communications scheme is
observed superior over the conventional coherent commu-
nication schemes.
Considering the aforementioned promising features of
non-coherent and BsC techniques for underwater com-
munications, the joint application of both the techniques
can help in materializing a holistic approach for enabling
energy-efficient underwater communication networks.
F. UAVs-assisted Communications
UAVs-assisted communications has received an over-
whelming research attention in the recent years. Mobility
of vehicular nodes in a dense scattering environment im-
poses Doppler spread which reduces the coherence time
and causes difficulties in obtaining accurate estimate of
CSI through pilot-based estimation techniques. Error in
the estimate of such dynamic (fast time-varying) channels
further leads to eroded log-likelihood ratio function. Con-
sequently, in high mobility scenarios, the bandwidth and
power efficiency of non-coherent communication schemes is
seen better than that of coherent communication schemes
[242]. Therefore, coherent and non-coherent communica-
tions are recognized as suitable choice for low and high
Doppler conditions, respectively. High mobility scenar-
ios are also encountered in various other communication
applications, e.g., vehicle-to-vehicle communications and
airborne communications.
The notable applications of UAVs in communications
include its role as a relay, as a BS, etc. UAVs for relaying
of information from Tags to reader through backscattering
of the signals is an attractive proposal for future low-power
communication applications [24]. Moreover, BsC-enabled
UAVs for assisting in various communication tasks (e.g.,
supplying ambient power to remote sensors) have been
discussed in [243]. Furthermore, backscattering-enabled
UAV nodes can also assist in creating favourable channel
conditions for the user nodes which are under shadowing
conditions. Exploration of non-coherent detection schemes
together with BsC in vehicular communication applica-
tions can be regarded as a potential research direction in
designing suitable air-interfaces for 6G wireless networks.
G. Security and Privacy Considerations
Ensuring secure wireless communications in densely
connected wireless networks is one of today’s most critical
research challenges. Furthermore, in the future networks,
where everything (that can benefit from) will be connected
to the communication networks, securing the wireless links
and ensuring the privacy (users data, network data, etc.)
will become more challenging. When seeing the challenges
in the provision of security and privacy demands together
with the demands of massive connectivity (network ca-
pacity), power efficiency, and throughput enhancement
in future networks, the attentions of the research com-
munity for designing of a comprehensive overall solution
are required. Non-coherent schemes, together with BsC,
as discussed earlier, has a strong potential in optimizing
the power, capacity, cost, and throughput demands of the
future networks. However, these potential schemes require
comprehensive research to ensure the provisions of security
and privacy in such networks. The potential of physical
layer security, quantum, and blockchain technologies for
extending security and privacy provisions in such mas-
sively connected complex networks (e.g., IoT) are regarded
as highly promising. The joint scope of these technologies
together with non-coherent and BsC for devising an IoT
framework can be identified as a potential research direc-
tion for the future.
Security is conventionally ensured through computa-
tional security methods, which are deployed at higher
layers of the protocol stack in wireless communication
systems. Inherently, these methods rely on the assumption
that the eavesdroppers are limited in their computational
resources to decipher encrypted messages. However, the
rapidly increasing computational capability of the sys-
tems offered through the advent of new technologies (e.g.,
Quantum technologies), this assumption of limited compu-
tational capability of eavesdroppers may not stand long.
Furthermore, ensuring the distribution of the secret keys
between the legitimate nodes in a massively connected
wireless network is another challenging aspect of such
conventional security provision methods. Distribution of
secret keys at a very large scale (e.g., in massive-IoT
application scenario) will need substantial infrastructural
support.
In light of the aforementioned concerns, physical layer
security (PLS) has emerged as a potential natural solu-
tion in which the physical layer characteristics of wire-
less propagation channels are exploited to generate the
secret keys. This eliminates the need for a dedicated
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infrastructure for the distribution of secret keys among
the legitimate nodes, as both the communicating nodes
can independently generate the same secret key from the
characteristics of the channel between the nodes, and the
eavesdropper cannot measure their channel. This PLS
concept has been independently employed for both non-
coherent and BsC in the literature, see e.g., [244] and [245],
respectively. However, there is a scope to investigate the
potential of PLS solutions jointly for non-coherent BsC
systems.
In addition, quantum technologies have recently at-
tracted substantial research interest in redefining the con-
ventional communication methods as well as for enhancing
the security of communication links [4, 246]. Quantum
error correcting codes and quantum key distribution are
among the rapidly emerging applications of quantum tech-
nologies in communication networks [247, 248]. To this
end, in [157], a quantum-enhanced BsC system for mi-
crowave range has been designed, which is observed to
outperform the classical BsC systems in terms of receiver
sensitivity as well as security. In [89], a thorough com-
parative analysis of quantum technologies assisted coher-
ent and non-coherent communication schemes has been
conducted. In [249], by exploiting quantum error correc-
tion techniques, a space-time block code for non-coherent
communications has been proposed. The proposed method
is observed to achieve comparable or better performance
when compared to the coherent and differential non-
coherent communication approaches.
As the role of quantum technologies for both the BsC
and non-coherent communications has been identified and
studied in the recent literature, there is a clear scope of
jointly investigating the scope of quantum technologies
with BsC and non-coherent communications for ensuring
security and privacy demands of the future generation
wireless networks.
H. Other Open Challenges and Future Research Directions
1) Non-Coherent Wireless Communications Challenges
and Research Directions: As highlighted in Table II of
Section III, existing works have studied non-coherent com-
munications in different settings such as the characteriza-
tion of non-coherent channels, non-coherent modulation
and detection, non-coherent SIMO/MIMO systems, non-
coherent signal processing and Quantum-assisted non-
coherent communications. Regarding the non-coherent
channels, it is crucial to understand the fundamental
limits of various non-coherent channels and to charac-
terize them as the existing system design and protocols
mostly consider the coherent channels. As illustrated in
[65], the capacity gain of non-coherent channel in multi-
antenna settings is given by M ′(1−M ′/T ) bps/Hz, with
M ′ = min{M,N,LT/2} as compared to the capacity gain
of coherent multi-antenna channels given by min{M,N}.
In this direction, future research should investigate the
characterization of non-coherent channels in various prac-
tical settings while considering channel uncertainties and
the effect of transceiver impairments.
In the context of non-coherent modulation and detec-
tion, non-coherent spatial modulation, the combination
of spatial modulation with the differential modulation,
the index modulation and detection techniques are being
investigated in the recent literature. Besides these tech-
niques, another promising approach could be to employ an
adaptive method which can switch between non-coherent
and coherent spatial modulation schemes [73]. Similarly,
in the domain of Non-coherent SIMO/MIMO systems,
various non-coherent channels such as non-coherent SIMO,
non-coherent MISO, non-coherent MIMO, temporally-
Correlated non-coherent MIMO Channels and space-time
codebook design have been got attention in the literature.
In this direction, future research may focus on inves-
tigating on characterizing the non-coherent channels in
mMIMO settings, mmWave systems, TeraHertz systems
and dynamic spectrum sharing systems, which are consid-
ered important for upcoming 5G and beyond systems.
2) Routing for Backscatter-to-Backscatter (B2B) Net-
works: The short-range of backscatter links, the volatil-
ity of aRF environment, and weak link reliability are
among the major limiting factors which restrict the de-
ployment of BsC at a large scale. Direct backscatter-to-
backscatter (B2B) devices based networks (usually refered
as Tag-to-Tag (T2T) networks) can help to overcome
these limitations; however, designing efficient and intel-
ligent routing protocols for such networks is a crucial
research challenge. Also, enabling communication between
the backscatter devices opens the opportunity to perform
different processing tasks collaboratively. In [199], a robust
cooperative routing protocol for B2B links based WSN is
proposed. A collaborative framework to reduce the path
failure probability along with a new routing quantifier for
measuring and ensuring robustness in routing is proposed.
Joint optimization of routing stability, throughput per-
formance, and the end-to-end delay has the potential to
enable the scalability of such B2B networks. In [200], a
discrete components-based BsC transceiver design for the
multi-hop B2B network is proposed. The muti-hopping is
observed to be promising in extending the coverage of B2B
networks and reducing the impact of dead spots. In [201],
an innovative device architecture to support multi-hop
B2B routing is proposed where a four-hop link is seen to be
capable of communicating over 12m distance. Interference
between multiple backscatter transmissions in such B2B
networks is another attention-seeking factor in designing
network architecture and routing protocols. In [202], a
non-linear optimization based multi-hop routing protocol
for B2B networks is proposed, which accounts for several
network parameters to enhance the number of concurrent
transmissions with minimized network interference.
In B2B networks, the unique phase cancellation problem
is one of the prime performance-limiting factors. When
multiple backscatter-devices directly communicate with
each other, the on the air modulated and backscattered
signal gets superimposed with the externally excited sig-
nal at the receiver device. These superimposed signals
being different in phases (because of difference in delay)
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causes the ubiquitous self-interference problem, which fur-
ther leads to significant performance degradation of non-
coherent demodulators (e.g., envelope detector). To this
end, various backscatter modulation techniques have been
proposed in the literature, see e.g., multiphase backscat-
tering technique in [212]. Nevertheless, there is a scope to
conduct research work for finding an optimal solution to
this problem.
3) Intelligent BsC devices for Massive-IoT Networks:
The foundation of intelligent network operations has been
laid with the provisions of Artificial Intelligence (AI) oper-
ations in 5G networks. Machine Learning (ML) for deliver-
ing services-driven, fully intelligent, and self-configurable
networks is rapidly becoming widespread. ML at the phys-
ical layer of the communication systems can vastly support
various operations [250] spanning from the estimation
of parameters to the optimization of resources to meet
the increasingly stringent performance requirements of
future networks. Moreover, extending the provisions of
intelligence to IoT devices is also well recognized in the
literature, e.g., [251], for the realization of future smart
cities with people-centric network services. However, the
learning aspects for BsC devices and systems are still not
well comprehended in the literature.
A few recent research articles have discussed the need for
leveraging learning capabilities to BsC devices [172]. For
example, in [171], a reinforcement learning-based frame-
work for BsC networks is proposed. A multicluster BsC
model for short-range data sharing along with an intelli-
gent power allocation algorithm for BsC devices for mini-
mization of overall network interference are also proposed
in [171]. Considering the primary benefits of both ML
and BsC in ensuring high efficiency of network resources
(e.g., energy and spectrum etc.) consumption in future
massive-IoT networks, it is vital to define and characterize
intelligence capability for BsC devices comprehensively.
4) Mltiple-Access Challenges in BsC: The accurate res-
olution of concurrent backscatter signals received from
multiple illuminated BsC devices necessitates the deploy-
ment of appropriate multiple access mechanisms. In space
division multiple access (SDMA) based BsC systems, the
RF source and/or receiver can selectively illuminate the
BsC nodes through beam steering with directional an-
tennas. Directional antennas being expensive and large in
size increases the overall system complexity and cost. In
FDMA-based BsC systems, the BsC nodes are required to
alter the frequency of the backscatter signals (modulated
or unmodulated) in order to achieve distinct frequency
for each BsC node. This imposes high signal processing
burden for frequency mixing and Fourier transform.
Similarly, in TDMA-based BsC systems, each node
transmits its information at a pre-assigned time-slot. How-
ever, achieving tight time synchronization in such systems
require coordination between the nodes or extra synchro-
nization equipment. In CDMA-based BsC systems, each
node utilizes its preassigned unique orthogonal code to
transmit their information. However, the near-far problem
necessitates an appropriate power control which imposes
an high system complexity [115]. In NOMA-based BsC
systems, the distance-based power control and SIC enables
multiple concurrent communications [124]. However, high
signal processing and computational power requirements
for SIC and distance-based power control increases the
system complexity. Nevertheless, there is a vital need to
develop efficient multiple access schemes for BsC systems,
which exploit the inherent nature of BsC and IoT net-
works.
5) Blockchain for IoT: Blockchain is a kind of dis-
tributed ledger technology that spreads across the en-
tire distributed system. It has an enormous potential
in various dynamic areas beyond its popular application
in the area of cryptocurrency. Along with various other
notable applications of blockchain technology in finance,
security, logistics, etc, IoT is also regarded as one of
its most synergistic application. In IoT, the challenges
associated with the nature of decentralized architecture,
heterogeneous nodes, heterogeneous data, and complex
network topology makes blockchain a natural application.
Blockchain technology can extend various promising pro-
visions for ensuring interoperability in IoT nodes; security,
traceability, and reliability of data; automation in node-to-
node operations, etc. In [198], the integration of blockchain
in IoT networks is strongly motivated along with a through
a literature survey. There exist various comprehensive
review articles in the literature which strongly motivate
the adoption of blockchain technology to foster different
features in IoT, see e.g., [252–254].
Considering the reviewed enormous independent poten-
tial of blockchain, BsC, and non-coherent technologies for
addressing different problems of different nature encoun-
tered in massively connected networks (e.g., mMTC/IoT),
it is strongly recommended to thoroughly investigate their
potential in a joint application framework.
6) Deployment and Operational Cost of Wireless Net-
works: The deployment cost of 5G networks is significantly
higher than the capital expenditure of mobile network
operators, which is anticipated as a primary delaying
factor in the development of 5G network infrastructure
(especially in rural areas) [2]. The revolutionary technolo-
gies being introduced in 5G networks can only be fully
benefited from if there are opportunities for revenue gen-
eration available in proportion to the required deployment
cost. In addition, the affordability of 5G network services
is regarded as a vital issue by the International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU) broadband commission [255].
There is a vital need to re-engineer the technologies and
explore multiple horizons to reduce the overall network
deployment cost and affordability from customers’ point
of view. For example, design of the optimized spectrum
sharing techniques can significantly assist in reducing the
spectrum licensing cost for the operators, sharing of infras-
tructure (active and passive) between multiple operators
can reduce the deployment cost per operator, reducing the
power utilization through efficient device design and com-
munication technique can decrease the power consumption
cost, data (network and users) sharing can help in laying
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the foundations of viable business models, etc. Zhang et
al. in [256] has argued that the key to success of 6G
lies in delivering a 1000x reduction in the cost from the
customer’s point of view compared to that of 5G.
Non-coherent communication devices being free of the
requirement of synchronization-equipment (for phase) can
be regarded as a cost-efficient solution for the device design
(especially for massive-IoT devices). Moreover, BsC for
connectivity at massive scale (e.g., massive-IoT devices)
is an ultra-low power consumption and spectrum sharing
communication primitive, which can help in reducing the
power and spectrum resources consumption costs. To-
gether BsC and non-coherent communications can help in
devising a unique solution for green and cost-effective air-
interfaces for e-mMTC services in B5G and 6G wireless
networks.
VI. Conclusions
Starting with the comprehensive review of innovative
5G technologies and services, various attention-seeking
research challenges that may emerge in the B5G era have
been identified in this paper. The identified notable emerg-
ing challenges include the scarcity of network capacity to
support the anticipated ultra-massive connectivity that
will arise from the advent of mMTC services, scarcity
of usable frequency spectrum and the need for spectral-
efficient communication techniques, and high network
deployment and operational cost. Considering the high
diversity in the requirements of 6G wireless networks, it
is undeniable that no single physical layer technology can
stand as the enabler of all services and use cases. The
solution lies in the appropriate amalgamation of multiple
promising modern technologies besides the development of
new innovative technologies.
In the above context, a framework for enabling ultra-
massive connectivity at the physical layer for delivering
e-mMTC services in future wireless networks has been
proposed in this paper. The proposed framework is mainly
based on the joint exploitation of non-coherent and BsC.
Considering the promising features of these promising
technologies, their state-of-the-art has been comprehen-
sively reviewed. Furthermore, the potential applications
and use cases of these technologies in 6G wireless net-
works have been identified. Subsequently, the potential of
the proposed framework in applying together with other
promising technologies for mMTC services have also been
thoroughly discussed; which include, quantum technolo-
gies, machine learning, VLBsC, AcBsC, UAVs, and multi-
antenna systems – to name a few. Moreover, various
potential future research directions have been identified
and discussed.
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